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Durable and technical microfiber upper construction offering 
superb levels of flexibility.  Front flex area is constructed with 
a redesigned soft TPU over inject on breathable mesh with 
shaped reliefs for improve abrasion resistance and natural 
forward and back movements.  Flexible accordion microfiber 
stretch at Achilles allows natural movement.  Top gaiter follows 
leg contour and is made of flexible high-grade synthetic leather 
reinforced with PU for maintaining shape.  Full length suede 
microfiber panel on inner side of the boot provides a smooth 
surface for excellent grip and feel against the bike and protects 
from abrasion and heat.  New redesigned lightweight rubber 
compound sole offers excellent grip and feel and allows for 
natural flex as the rider changes position and pressure on 
the foot-peg.  Flexible, lightweight toe shifter allows feel for 
changing gears.  Strategically positioned ventilation in heel 
and shin TPU guides air through the boot, on vented version. 
 Extremely protective, flexible and comfortable with excellent 

aerodynamics.  Separate internal bio-mechanical ankle brace 

works with the outer structure of the boot to form a protective 
system allowing full and free movement of the foot, ankle and 
leg.  New External TPU shin protection wraps around to outer 
calf and is engineered to spread and  dissipate impact energy 
across the entire surface while remaining compact. Replaceable 
Clip-on Shin-slider improves protection from abrasion - Vented 
sections promote airflow into the boot.  Integrated replaceable 
co-injected TPU/Aluminium Toe slider features new easy screw 
fixing concept provides feel and protects the outer toe box 
structure from abrasion.  Replaceable nylon heel plate slider 
protects from impact and reduces friction in the event of a 
crash.  Outside entry/exit has stretch accordion panel for a 
close fit and ease of entrance and removal.  Zip mounted on 
soft TPU stretch panel gives easy closure with excellent fit  
additional TPU Zip slider reduces friction in the event of a crash. 
Velcro tab lock the zip pull closed, keeping it flat and secure.  
Micro adjustable redesign ratchet top closure stows tab end 
inside calf TPU.  Supertech R is CE certified.

MAGNESIUM TOE SLIDER

25SL15
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SUPERTECH R BOOT
// RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING

222 0015 10  
BLACK

222 0015 132 
BLACK RED WHITE

Separate internal bio-mechanical ankle brace works with 
the outer structure of the boot to form a protective system 
allowing full and free movement of the foot, ankle and leg. new 
research has produced re-profiled double hinged inner and 
outer torsion bars to give greater impact protection of the ankle 
and progressively absorb flex and rotation stress, reducing 
pressure and hyper-extension injury to the lower leg joints.  the 
inner ankle brace is constructed with a fiberglass re-inforced 
polyamide compound and ergonomically designed closed cell 

padding to give protection and comfort.  alpinestars exclusive 
lasting process has developed the supertech r’s fit and feel 
characteristics to an even greater level, ensuring the inner 
structure allows the rider maximum feedback from the bike. 
 specially developed polyamide compound moldings give 

impact protection while retaining the ease of natural skeletal 
movement.  speed lace closure ensures rapid and accurate 
entry and exit and with micro-adjustability, ensures perfect 
fitting and security.

INNER ANKLE BRACE SYSTEM

 New integrated, replaceable, co-injected TPU/Aluminium Toe slide  Fits all boots

SIZES: BLK, BLK/WHT, BLK/WTE/FLUO EUR 39 ! 48 BLK/RED/WTE EUR 39 ! 47

TECHNICAL ROAD FOOTWEAR

222 0015 125 
BLACK WHITE FLUO

£399.99

ON THE INSIDE...
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Contoured high modulus shin plate protector gives superior 
impact and abrasion resistance.  Alpinestars unique Multi 
Link Control system provides advanced external protection 
and support for ankle articulation, limiting hyper-torsion, 
hyper-extension and hyper-flexion as well as providing Achilles 
and ankle impact protection.  Wide heel counter with lateral 
ventilation extends to the ankle and is combined with a shock 
absorbing padded insert and self-molding ankle protectors. 
 Integrated replaceable bi-injected TPU slider features new 

easy screw fixing concept.  Replaceable heel slider and 
external side heel slider are positioned to dissipate and absorb 
shock and promote sliding during an accident.  Large front 
and rear asymmetrical accordion zones are optimised to 
maximize flexibility for maximum comfort and improved safety. 
 Advanced microfiber upper construction for lightweight high 

performance protection.  Durable sole, designed for improved 
riding feel, features evenly textured rubber for consistent grip, 
with aqua dynamic grooves to drain the water e ciently.  
Inner instep made with Dupont  Kevlar  with metal eyelet 
lacing closure and a unique lateral zipper offer precise and 
secure fitting.  Elastic mounted zipper gives easy closure 
with excellent fit. Velcro tab locks the zip pull closed, keeping 
it flat and secure.  Micro adjustable ratchet buckle closure 
on the calf features a hidden strap for security.  Advanced 
synthetic forefoot lining, laminated with open cell foam for 
shock absorption and highly breathable lining in ankle and leg 
areas for comfort.  Alpinestars anatomical and replaceable 
countered EVA footbed provides arch support and forefoot 
pedal feeling.  The SMX Plus boot is CE certified.

 New microfiber design on front, rear bellow and rear calf 
plus TPU ankle brace protector to give more protection', 
flexibility and stability.  Durable hi-tech microfiber upper 
construction offering superb levels of flexibility.  TPU lateral 
ankle brace protection provides biomechanical support 
between lateral top calf/shin and ankle and offers improved 
structural integrity.  Air vents on shin plate, cuff and heel 
counter with breathable mesh inserts.  New slimmer high 
modulus TPU injected shin guard, calf protector, heel counter, 
shift pad and lateral ankle brace.  Internal Safety Protector: 
Visible double density ankle protector on medial side located 
between the upper and lining.  Internal insole with the shank 

reinforcement integrated for added support to the arch area.
 Medial side entry opening/closure system features elastic-

mounted zipper with wide Velcro closure. Velcro tab locks 
the zip pull closed, keeping it flat and secure.  Wide opening 
aperture for ease of access.  Internal toe box protection is 
layered under the upper.  Full GORE-TEX internal membrane 
ensure 100% waterproof performance and a high level of 
breathability  Removable anatomic footbed includes EVA 
and Lycra for comfort and support.  Alpinestars' exclusive 
compound rubber sole promotes improved water run-off 
and grip.  NEW SMX-6 GORE-TEX 8 boot is CE certifed to EN
13634:2010.

 New microfiber design on front. reor bellow and rear calf plus 
TPU ankle brace protector to give more protection, flexibility 
and stability.  Durable hi-tech microfiber upper construction 
offering superb levels of flexibility.  External TPU Ankle 
protector layered under the unique medial panel design, offers 
excellent protection and durability.  TPU lateral ankle brace 
protection provides biomechanical support between lateral 
top calf/shin and ankle and offers improved structural integrity
 Air vents an shin plate. cuff and heel counter with breathable 

mesh inserts.  High modulus TPU injected shin guard, calf 
protector, heel counter, shift pad and lateral ankle brace. 
  Internal Safety Protection: visible double density ankle 

protector on medial side located between the upper and 
lining.  Integrated. replaceable bi-injected TPU slider features 

easy screw fixing concept.  Internal insole with the shank 
reinforcement integrated for added support to the arch area. 
 Medial side entry opening/dosure system features elastic-

mounted zipper with wide Velcro closure. Velcro tab locks 
the zip pull closed, keeping it flat and secure.  Wide opening 
aperture for ease of access.  Internal  toe box protection is 
layered under the upper.  Drystar  membrane lining ensure 
100%  moisture protection while maintaining high levels 
of perspiration exchange.  Removable anatomic footbed 
includes EVA and lycra for comfort and support.  Alpinestars   
exclusive compound rubber sole promotes improved water 
run-off and grip.  NEW SMX-6 DR STAR  boot is CE certified 
to EN136342010.
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SMX PLUS BOOT
// RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING

222 1015 132 
BLACK RED WHITE

222 1015 10  
BLACK

222 1015 12
BLACK WHITE

222 1015 125
BLACK WHITE FLUO

SMX-6 V2 GORE-TEX® BOOT
// ALL WEATHER PERFORMANCE RIDING

SMX-6 V2 DRYSTAR®  BOOT
// ALL WEATHER PERFORMANCE RIDING 

233 3017 1100  
BLACK

NEW

NEW

SIZES: BLK, BLK/WHT, BLK/RED/WHT EUR 36 ! 48 BLK/WHT/FLUO EUR 39 ! 48

SIZES: 36 ! 50

224 3017 10
BLACK

SIZES: 36 ! 50

£289.99

£239.99

£219.99
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SMX-6 V2 BOOT
// RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING

NEW

 New microfiber design on front, rear bellow and rear calf plus 
TPU ankle brace protector to give more protection, flexibility 
and stability.  Durable hi-tech microfiber upper construction 
offering superb levels of flexibility.  TPU lateral ankle brace 
protection provides biomechanical support between lateral 
top calf/shin and ankle and offers improved structural integrity
 Air vents on shin plate, cuff and heel counter with breathable 

mesh inserts.  High modulus TPU injected shin guard, calf 
protector, heel counter shift pad and lateral ankle brace. 
 Internal Safety Protector: visible double density ankle 

protector on medial side located between the upper and 
lining.  Integrated, replaceable bi-injected TPU slider features 
easy screw fixing concept.  Internal insole with the shank 

reinforcement integrated for added support to the arch area.  
 Medial side entry opening/closure system features elastic-

mounted zipper with wide Velcro closure. Velcro tab locks 
the zip pull closed, keeping it flat and secure.  Wide opening 
aperture for ease of access.  Internal  toe box protection is 
layered under the upper.  Breathable textile interior lining 
features anti-sliding microfiber suede reinforcement on heel 
area.  Removable anatomic footbed includes EVA and Lycra 
for comfort and support.  Alpinestars  exclusive compound 
rubber sole promotes improved woter run-off and grip.  NEW 
SMX-6 boot is CE certified to EN 13634:2010.

222 3017 1100
BLACK

222 3017 155
BLACK FLUO

222 3017 1321
BLACK RED FLUO 
WHITE

SIZES: 36 ! 50

222 3017 127
BLACK WHITE FLUO
BLUE

222 3017 12
BLACK WHITE

£189.99 
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 Durable microfiber upper construction offering superb levels 
of flexibility and comfort.  New TPU shin plate protector design 
inspired by racing for superior impact and abrasion resistance. 
 External TPR injected ankle support to optimize protection 

and stability.  TPU double density ankles protectors are layered 
under the upper in both lateral and medial side.  Breathable 
textile interior lining features anti-sliding suede reinforcement on 
heel area.  Ergonomic new last for foot streamlining and superior 
fit and comfort.  Integrated replaceable TPU slider clip without 
screw.  TPU Shift pod with technical texture for added grip.  

Medial side entry opening/closure zipper system with wide Velcro 
closure. Velcro tab locks the zip pull closed keeping it flat and 
secure.  Wide opening aperture for ease of access.  Internal  toe 
box protection is layered under the upper.  Removable anatomic 
footbed includes EVA and Lycra for comfort and support.  
Alpinestars   exclusive compound rubber sole far optimal 
combination of grip and comfort SMX-S boot is CE certified to 
EN 13634:2010.

SMX-S BOOT
// ALL WEATHER PERFORMANCE RIDING

NEW

222 3517 1100
BLACK

SIZES: 36 ! 50

£169.99
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 Durable microfiber upper construction offering superb levels 
of flexibility and comfort.  New TPU shin plate protector design 
inspired by radng for superior impact and abrasion resistance.  
External TPR injected ankle support to optimize protection and 
stability.  TPU double density ankles protectors are layered under 
the upper in bath lateral and medial side.  Waterproof membrane 
layer between upper and lining for proven performance in di cult 
weather condition.  Ergonomic new last for foot streamlining and 
superior fit and comfort.  Integrated replaceable TPU slider clip 
without screw. TPU Shift pod with technical texture for added grip.

 Medial side entry opening/closure zipper system with wide 
Velcro closure. Velcro tab locks the zip pull closed keeping it flat 
and secure.  Wide opening aperture for ease of access.  Internal  
toe box protection is layered under the upper.  Removable 
anatomic footbed includes EVA and lycra for comfort and support. 
 Alpinestors  exclusive compound rubber sole for optimal 

combination of grip and comfort.  SMX-S WATERPROOF boot 
is CE certified to EN13634:2010.

SMX-S WP BOOT
// ALL WEATHER PERFORMANCE RIDING

NEW

224 3517 1100
BLACK

SIZES: 36 ! 50

£179.99
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Main upper constructed from premium full-grain leather, offering 
high levels of comfort, durability and abrasion resistance.  
Ergonomic shaping for forefoot streamlining to enable greater 
control of the bike’s controls and for superior, wide-ranging 
foot profile, fit and comfort.  Extensive instep and Achilles 
accordion flex zones constructed from microfiber for comfort, 
extension, control and support.  Integrated waterproof and 
highly breathable GORE-TEX  membrane for unsurpassed 
all-weather performance. Breathable GORE-TEX  textile 
interior lining throughout boot.  Top collar incorporates 
breathable textile lining for comfort and fit around the calf area. 
 BUCKLE CLOSURE S STEM: Alpinestars  innovative and 

exclusive closure system: an extremely quick and convenient 
closure system which envelopes 360  around the Achilles 
and securely and tightly fastens via a lateral-side reverse-
action pump ratchet. A revolution in tech touring footwear, 
the design allows excess material and components, especially 
on the medial side, to be removed giving the boot a light and 
more ergonomic aspect and is ideal for long distance riding.  

Double density ankle protector on medial side is layered under 
the upper offers protective performance in key area.  Wide 
entry aperture for convenience when putting on or taking off. 
 Soft collar in punched leather to ensure extra calf comfort. 
 Highly flexible sole features Alpinestars’ exclusive rubber 

compound for the optimal combination of comfort and grip. 
 Internal high modulus polyamide midsole with integrated 

shank reinforcement for structure and support to the arch 
area.  Internal toe box and heel counter protection is layered 
under the upper for durability, improved feel and performance. 
 High modulus TPU shift pad and shin plate offer durability and 

abrasion resistance.  The low profile TPU shin plate protection 
allows the top of the boot to easy sneak under technical or 
casual pants.  Advanced soft padding envelopes the ankles 
and the shift area for fit and comfort.  Rear reflective insert 
for improved visibility.  Removable anatomic foot-bed includes 
EVA foam and Lycra  for comfort and support.  The Super 
Touring is available in international sizes 37-48.  The Super 
Touring GORE-TEX  is CE certified.
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SUPER TOURING GORE-TEX® 
BOOT// TOURING

Multi-material upper chassis incorporating PU-coated leather, 
microfiber and suede leather for excellent levels of comfort, 
durability and abrasion resistance.  Extensive front and lower 
rear accordion flex zones constructed from lightweight and 
durable microfiber for comfort, freedom of movement, control 
and support.  Medial surface stamped suede panel for improved 
grip and protection.  Innovative lateral ankle protection with 
biomechanical blade-link between the upper boot and the lower 
foot structure.  TPU shift pad with specially designed patterning 
for improved grip.  Lightweight, advanced polymer shin-plate 
and lateral ankle protections offer impact and resistance as 
well as structural support.  Internal toe box and heel counter 
protection is layered under the upper for durability, improved feel 
and performance.  Medial and lateral dual density ankle protector 
disk is subtly incorporated into boot chassis and offers strategic 
ankle protection.  NEW BUCKLE CLOSURE S STEM: New 
system allows for easy and rapid in/out, plus a secure and highly 
personalised closure. The buckles are made from durable TPU and 
glass fiber reinforced Nylon compounds for greater performance 
and weight-saving. All buckles include a micro-ratchet memory 

system and quick-release/locking for a quick, safe and precise 
closure. All buckles are replaceable.  Wide-entry aperture opening 
of easy in and out, plus secure upper TPR and Velcro  closure 
system to allow for a wide-range of calf fit adjustment.  Integrated 
soft foam surrounds ankle and collar for comfort, fit and additional 
shock absorption.  Integrated breathable DR STAR  membrane 
for excellent all-weather performance to keep feet dry in di cult 
weather conditions.  Breathable textile interior lining throughout 
boot.  Internal high modulus polyamide insole with integrated 
steel shank reinforcement for structure and support to the arch 
area.  Midsole constructed from molded PU foam to make the 
boot bottom lighter without compromise performance.  Highly 
flexible sole thread features Alpinestars’ exclusive vulcanized 
rubber compound for the optimal combination of comfort and 
grip.  Removable anatomic foot-bed includes EVA foam and 
Lycra  for comfort and support.  Ergonomic shaping for forefoot 
streamlining to enable greater control of the bike’s controls and for 
superior fit and comfort, wide ranging foot profile.  Available in US 
7-13 corresponding to international sizes 40.5-48.  The Corozal 
Adventure DR STAR  Boot is CE certified.

 The upper is constructed from full grain oiled leather plus heat 
press texture on higher medial panel for superior grip.  Front and 
rear lowers are made with lightweight microfiber far more flexibility 
and comfort.  New TPU Shin Plate and calf plate design offer 
support and resistance for impacts.  TPU Shift pad made with 
technical texture for added grip plus foam padding an underneath 
for better comfort.  Wide entry aperture far convenience with 2 
lateral buckles (shin plate and instep) for a precise and adjustable 
closure.  Inner TPU ankle protectors double density on medial 
side for protection.  New lateral ankle closure system includes 2 
polymer buckle. The closure includes a ratchet with memory and 
a quick release/locking system with self-aligning design for easy, 
precise closure;  all buckles are replaceable.  Bio-mechanical 
lateral flexi-blade  system provides excellent front and rear 

movement while offering support and protection to the ankle. 
 Soft poly foam surrounds the ankles and collar offers comfort 

and shock absorbing performance.   Drystar  membrane 
layer between upper and lining for proven performance in 
di cult weather conditions.  Internal  toe box and heel counter 
reinforcement are layered under the upper.  Polypropylene insole 
with steel shank co-injected for excellent feel and rigid comfort and 
safety  The boot height stops just under the calf to offer a sporty 
alternative to the traditional touring high boot design.   Alpinestars  
exclusive vulcanized rubber plus injected PU midsole designed 
for optimal combination of comfort and grip.  Replaceable 
anatomical  EVA footbed with Lycra lining on top.  The BELIZE 
Drystar  boot is CE certified to CE CERTIFIED EN 13634:2010.

BELIZE DRYSTAR® OILED
LEATHER BOOT // TOURING 

COROZAL ADVENTURE
DRYSTAR® BOOT // TOURING 

NEW

SIZES: 41 ! 47

SIZES: 42, 44, 46, 48, 50

233 4116 10 
BLACK

204 7516 10
BLACK

204 7317 82
BROWN BLACK

SIZES:  40.5, 42, 43, 44.5, 45.5, 47, 48

£339.99

£259.99

£239.99
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 The upper is constructed from PU coated leather on lower 
medial panel and suede leather on higher medial panel both 
with heat press texture for superior grip.  Front and rear 
lowers are made with lightweight microfiber for more flexibility 
and comfort.  New lateral ankle closure system includes 2 
polymer buckle. The closure includes a ratchet with memory 
and a quick release/locking system with self-aligning design 
for easy, precise closure; all buckles are replaceable.  
Drystar  membrane layer between upper and lining for 
proven performance in di cult weather conditions.  Internal 
toe box and heel counter reinforcement are layered under the 
upper.  The boot height stops just under the calf to offer a 
sporty alternative to the traditional touring high boot design. 
 Alpinestars  exclusive vulcanized rubber plus injected PU 

midsole designed for optimal combination of comfort and grip. 

 New TPU Shin Plate and calf plate design offer support and 
resistance for impacts.  Inner TPU ankles protector double 
density on medial side for protection.  Bio-mechanical lateral 
flexi-blade” system provides excellent front and rear movement 

while offering support and protection to the ankle.  Soft poly 
foam surrounds the ankles and collar offers comfort and shock 
absorbing performance.  Polypropylene insole with steel 
shank co-injected for excellent feel and rigid comfort and safety.
 The BELIZE Drystar  boot is CE certified to CE CERTIFIED 

EN 13634:2010.  TPU Shift pad made with technical texture 
for added grip plus foam padding on underneath for better 
comfort.  Wide entry aperture for convenience with 2 lateral 
buckles (shin plate and instep) for a precise and adjustable 
closure.  Replaceable anatomical EVA foot bed with Lycra 
lining on top.
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BELIZE DRYSTAR® BOOT
// TOURING

NEW

204 7117 10
BLACK

SIZES: EUR 40.5, 42, 43, 44.5, 45.5, 47, 48

£229.99
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 Advanced construction consisting of fine mesh plus seam 
less technology and CPU injection on lateral panel for excellent 
breathability.  Full grain leather on medial panel gives comfort 
and durability.  Perforated full grain leather material on front 
and rear accordions for enhanced ventilation.  Specific 
perforated area on shin and heel to improve airflow and 
breathability.  Microfiber with technical texture plus shift pad, 
for more impact protection and durability.  TPU double density 
ankles protectors on medial side are layered under the upper  
Ergonomic new last for foot streamlining and superior fit and 
comfort.  Medial side entry opening/closure zipper system 
with wide Velcro closure, Velcro tab locks the zip pull closed,  

keeping it flat and secure.  Wide opening aperture for ease of 
access.  Internal toe box protection  is layered under the upper
for improved feel and performance.  3D mesh lining is 
strategically placed on the collar to provide high levels of 
breathability.  Incorporates GORE-TEX  waterproof and 
extremely breathable performance membrane XCR  which is 
optimised for use in temperature extremes, on or off the bike. 
 New removable anatomic footbed includes EVA and Lycra 

for comfort and support.  Alpinestars   exclusive compound 
rubber sole for optimal combination of grip and comfort.  NEW 
AIR GTX XCR boot is CE certified to EN136342010.

AIR PLUS V2 GORE-TEX® 
XCR BOOT //TOURING

NEW

233 6017 10
BLACK

SIZES: 36 ! 50

£199.99
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 Ergonomically profiled for superior fit and flexibility on bike’s 
foot-pegs and long-lasting comfort.  Upper boot surface 
constructed from microfiber offering excellent levels of comfort, 
durability and abrasion resistance.  Collar lining made with 
breathable textile.  Waterproof and breathable DR STAR  
lining for unsurpassed all weather performance.  Wide entry 
aperture for convenience with Velcro shin plate closure. The 
TPU shin plate offers support and protection.  New slim TPU 
shift pad for a balanced protection and flexibility.  Double 
density ankle protector on medial and lateral side is layered 
under the upper boot surface offers protective performance 

in key area.  Internal toe box protector is layered under 
the upper boot surface to couple comfort and protection. 
 Pikes DR STAR  boot is CE certified to CE CERTIFIED 

EN 13634:2010  Extensive front and rear accordion flex 
zones constructed from microfiber for superior comfort, 
extension, control and support.  Lateral instep strap Velcro 
closure coupled with a TPU heel protector for a secure and 
precise closure.  Exclusive rubber compound for the optimal 
combination of comfort and grip.  Removable anatomic EVA 
footbed with Lycra lining on top.

PIKES DRYSTAR® BOOT 
//TOURING

NEW

224 4517 10
BLACK

SIZES: 36 ! 48

£219.99
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Outer side zipper closure system for easy entry and exit.   
Plastic moulded shin plate covered by a pressure stamped 
section of leather.  Internal support is provided by injection-
molded plastic on the ankles.  Internal heel counter.  Internal 
toe counter is layered under the leather.  Alpinestars’ exclusive 
vulcanized rubber compound sole with unique side wrapping 
design.  Water-resistant full-grain oil leather upper  Injected 

TPU shifter area.  Waterproof and breathable Gore-Tex  
lining  Soft micro fiber instep flex zone.  Removable anatomic 
perforated foot bed.  Easy access side entry system with 
elastic mounted zipper and wide Velcro calf adjustment  
Multi-density EVA padding  Rear reflective insert for nighttime 
visibility  The WEB GORE-TEX  boot is CE certified.

WEB GORE-TEX® BOOT
// TOURING

Mid-length road touring boot constructed for comfort and 
convenience over long trips or everyday use    GORE-TEX  is 
practical and highly durable  Proven weatherproofing is provided 
by an integrated GORE-TEX  liner  Advanced protection features 
are integrated in the chassis  Fully CE-certified boot is highly 
durable and performs excellently in all weather conditions and over 

all distances  Easy entry system with large Velcro closure and 
water-resistant gusset  Textile collared inner lining is durable and 
comfortable  Removable anatomically profiled EVA foam footbed 
 Contoured, injected high modulus polyamide insole includes 

embedded shank reinforcement  Double-density ankle shield 
mounted under and over medial leather surface.
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NEWLAND GORE-TEX® BOOT 
// TOURING

Technical synthetic material main upper construction incorporating 
durable microfiber front and rear accordion flex zones  New boot 
shaping gives greater comfort and incorporates ergonomic toe 
box construction for improved compatibility with bike’s controls  
Waterproof membrane layer between upper and lining for proven 
performance in di cult weather conditions  Alpinestars’ exclusive 
vulcanized compound sole with unique side wrapping design, built 
to withstand the demands of the road  The Gunner Waterproof 
Boot is CE certified  Exterior dual density protector on the lateral 
side while on the medial side the protector is layered under the 
upper to promote a better contact with the bike  Internal heel 

counter and toe box give boot enhanced structural integrity  
External TPU heel counter and shift pad offers excellent protection 
and durability  Innovative weight-saving laminated technology 
reinforces shin plate, plus heat-pressed Astars logo  Contoured, 
high modulus midsole follows shape of foot and incorporates 
shank reinforcement  Two adjustable Velcro straps ensure secure 
closure and highly personalised fit. Straps feature TPR pull tab for 
ease of closure  Highly comfortable and durable technical textile 
collar lining  Rear reflex for greater visibility in poor conditions  
Removable and replaceable anatomic foot-bed features EVA foam 
and textile for comfort and support.

GUNNER WP BOOT 
// PERFORMANCE RIDING

SIZES: 36 ! 50

SIZES: EUR 36 ! 50

233 2013 10
BLACK

SIZES: EUR 36 ! 50

244 2514 10
BLACK

233 5013 10
BLACK

£199.99

£179.99

£159.99
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Main upper constructed from an advanced microfiber for 
comfort, durability and excellent of abrasion resistance.  
Innovative heel counter support system, which works in 
conjunction with strap closure to offer improved fit and support 
as well as structural integrity.  Rear of heel counter has been 
redesigned with soft TPR insert which works seamlessly with 
rear flex zone to allow for improved freedom of ankle movement 
and comfort on the bike’s controls, plus durable TPR shift 
pad.  Ergonomic new boot shaping for forefoot streamlining 
which offers wide-ranging foot profile fit and comfort.  
Newly designed TPR medial and lateral side protection offers 
excellent abrasion resistance and durability.  Evolved closure 
strap which is anatomically angled to follow natural shape of 
rider’s instep.  Alpinestars exclusive compound rubber sole 
with newly designed grip patterning to promote improved 
feel and grip, water dispersion and durability.  Instep and 
Achilles’ accordion flex zones are constructed from lightweight 
microfiber for optimised levels of durability, comfort and 

manoeuvrability on and off the bike.  Front Velcro  closure 
system offers a quick and secure fit over the instep area while 
permitting excellent levels of flex. Strap features TPR puller for 
ease of use.  Medial zip closure ensures easy access; zip 
is covered with a Velcro  and microfiber flap to protect bike 
from scratches.  Double density ankle protector on medial 
side layered under the upper offers protective performance 
and abrasion resistance in key area.  Integrated, replaceable 
bi-injected TPU forefoot slider features new easy-screw fixing 
concept for quicker and easier replacement.  External, high 
modulus TPU heel counter, lateral ankle and shift pad for 
improved shock protection and durability.  Internal toe box 
protection is layered under the upper for durability, improved 
feel and performance.  Removable anatomic foot-bed 
includes EVA foam and Lycra  for comfort and support.  
Internal mesh lining for cooling comfort and moisture-wicking. 
 SMX-1 R is CE certified to Cat 2 CE Certified to 89/686/ECC 

EU Directive.

SMX-1 R BOOT 
//SHORT BOOT

SIZES: 38 ! 50

222 4516 10
BLACK

222 4516 12
BLACK WHITE

222 4516 123
BLACK WHITE RED
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ROAM 2 WP BOOT 
// TOURING 

Synthetic upper with lightweight fabric inserts.  Dual density 
lateral and medial ankle cups.  Internal heel counter.  Internal 
toe counter is layered under the leather.  Injected high-modulus 
polyamide midsole contours to the foot and features a structured 
shank reinforcement.  Waterproof and breathable Drystar  lining. 

- Instep and Achilles flex zones provide superior comfort.  Rear 
reflective insert for added visibility.  Removable anatomic footbed 
and multi-density EVA padding.  Alpinestars’ exclusive vulcanized 
rubber compound sole with unique side wrapping design.  Three 
adjustable Velcro  straps for secure closure and fit.  CE certified.

SIZES: EUR 36 ! 48

£149.99

£149.99

Main upper material constructed from advanced microfiber 
for durability and repeated abrasion resistance  Ergonomic 
new last for forefoot streamlining to enable greater control of 
the bike’s controls and for superior, wide-ranging foot profile, 
fit and comfort  Alpinestars’ innovative TPU lateral ankle brace 
protection provides a biomechanical support between lateral 
top calf/shin and ankle and offers improved structural integrity, 
protection against impact shocks, repeated abrasion resistance 
and flex support  Alpinestars’ new and exclusive compound 
rubber sole promotes improved feel and grip, water dispersion 
and durability  Air vents on the heel counter and shin plate plus 
breathable mesh inserts (vented version only) improve comfort 
and reduce fatigue on short and long rides  High modulus 
TPU injected shin guard, calf protector, heel counter, shift pad 
and toe slider for improved shock protection and durability 
 Double density ankle protector on medial side layered 

under the upper offers protective performance in key area  
Integrated, replaceable bi-injected TPU slider features new 
easy screw fixing concept for quicker and easier replacement  
Innovative instep and Achilles accordion flex zone construction 
for superior comfort, extension, control and support  Internal 
insole with the shank reinforcement integrated for added 
support to the arch area and foot protection  Medial side entry 
opening/closure system features elastic-mounted zipper with 
wide Velcro  closure for flexibility and secure fit  The aperture 
opening is large to promote easier in/out  Internal toe box 
protection is layered under the upper for durability, improved 
feel and performance  Breathable textile interior lining features 
anti-sliding suede reinforcement on heel area help keep foot 
in position while riding  New, dual compound removable 
anatomic footbed includes EVA and Lycra for performance, 
comfort and support
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ANDES WP BOOT
// TOURING

SIZES: 36 ! 50

244 7014 10 
BLACK

£159.99

244 1014 1036
BLACK
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JETHRO DRYSTAR® SHOE
// ROAD RIDING

261 1517 1100
BLACK

261 1517 80
BROWN

 Upper boot surface constructed with full grain leather to 
optimize comfort and durability.  DR STAR  membrane 
for proven waterproofing performance in di cult weather 
conditions.  Traditional lacing closure for easy and comfortable 
fit.  Leather shift pad and slider to protect against abrasion 
and impact.  Double Density TPU lateral ankle protector 
is layered under the upper for protection against knocks.  
Innovative lace loop holder on lateral side keeps safely secured 

and is locked onto upper boot surface with a snap fastener 
for a quick release.  Alpinestars’ exclusive vulcanized rubber 
compound sole for grip and structural support.  Reinforced 
poly-foam padding on collar, tongue and shift pad for comfort. 
 The ETRHO DR STAR  is Cat 2 CE certified to 89/686/

ECC EU Directive.

SIZES: 36 ! 52

£149.99
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J-6 WP SHOE
// ROAD RIDING

 Lightweight, street-styled upper combining full grain leather 
and suede for optimised comfort, durability and look  
Waterproof membrane subtly built into chassis for 100 per cent 
performance against water ingress  Top tongue and collar 
constructed from leather for enhanced comfort, durability and 
luxurious feel  Metal eyelet lacing closure on instep for easy, 
secure and comfortable fit  Dual density and ergonomic MX-
derived ankle and heel protector is applied between the upper 
and padded lining to provide all-round strategic protection 
and flexibility in key areas  Padding on tongue and heel area 

provides high levels of comfort and fit around the ankle and 
instep  Advanced rubber compound cup sole is molded to the 
upper to offer stability, grip, support and durability  Reinforced 
mid sole inserted between the upper and the sole for structural 
strength and durability  Removable and replaceable EVA and 
Lycra  foot-bed is anatomically profiled for added comfort and 
support  Metal logo detailing logos and patterning give the 
boot a contemporary styling feel  Internal toe box and heel 
counter reinforcement is layered under the upper for more 
ergonomic design

SIZES: 41 ! 46

254 2015 10
BLACK

254 2015 80
BROWN

£139.99
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LUNAR DRYSTAR® SHOE
// ROAD RIDING

NEW

254 2017 106
BLACK GREY

 Lightweight, street styled upper combining full grain leather 
for optimised comfort, durability and look.  Tongue and collar 
constructed from leather for enhanced comfort, durability and 
luxurious feel.  TPR fit locker to maintain flexion and fit control.
 Lace dosure system with adjustable Velcro Strap, for easy. 

secure and comfortable fit.  Dual density TPU ankle protector 
is applied between the upper and padded lining to provide 
the strategic protection and flexibility in key areas.  Padding 
on tongue and heel area provides high levels of comfort and 
fit around the ankle and instep.  New advanced rubber 

compound cup sole is glued to the upper to offer stability, grip. 
support and durability.  Reinforced mid sole inserted between 
the upper and the sole for structural strength and durability. 
 Drystar  membrane layered between upper and lining for 

proven performance in di cult weather condition.  Internal toe 
box and heel counter reinforcement is layered under the upper 
for more ergonomic design.  Alpinestars  exdusive vulcanized 
rubber outsole provides excellent fit and support.  Lunar 
Drystar  is CE certified to EN13634:2015.

SIZES: 38 ! 48

£149.99
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AST-1 DRYSTAR® SHOE
// ROAD RIDING

NEW

254 6117 13
BLACK RED

254 6117 106
BLACK GREY

 Main upper constructed from premium full grain leather for 
excellent comfort and durability.  Lateral panel and tongue 
made in textile for more flexibility and breathabllity.  Synthetic 
microfiber on lower lateral panel offers improved structural 
integrity protection and durability.  The lateral top collar is 
integrating a special small loop to keep tidy the lace knot. 
the loop is locked onto upper with a snap fastener for a quick 
release.  Double density TPU ankle protector on medial side 
layered under the upper offers protective performance and 
abrasion resistance in key area.  TPR lateral ankle protector to 

provide all-round strategic protection and flexibility in key areas.
 TPU shift pad offers excellent protections and durability.  

Hidden pull loop in Velcro for ease of access.  Internal toe 
box and heel counter protection is layered under the upper.  
Drystar  membrane layer between upper and lining for proven 
performance in di cult weather conditions.  Alpinestars   
exclusive vulconized rubber outsole provides excellent fit 
and support.  The AST-1DR STAR  is CE certified to 
EN13634:2015.

SIZES: 38 ! 50

£139.99
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Oiled suede leather combination, textile and microfiber upper. 
 Integrated waterproof membrane.  Collar lined with plush 

3D mesh.  Tongue lined with breathable mesh.  External TPR 
protects the ankles on both sides.  Lateral TPU toe protector. 
 Foam backed, double density impact protector on the both 

sides of the ankle.  Internal toe and heel Counter are layered 

under the leather Shift pad with debossed texture for added 
grip.  Rubber sole features a low-profile forefoot for flexibility 
and a taller arch for durability and support.  Internal midsole 
on the heel for added comfort.  Integrated metal shank for 
enhanced sole rigidity.  Anatomically profiled EVA foam 
footbed.  Combination lace and Velcro strap closure.

FASTBACK WP SHOE
// ROAD RIDING

SIZES: 39 ! 50

251 0014 12
BLACK WHITE

£139.99
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PARLOR SHOE
// ROAD RIDING

Full grain leather upper construction and lining is luxuriously 
soft.  Water resistant DR STAR  breathable membrane for 
protection from the elements, plus breathable textile interior 
lining throughout shoe.  Medial side closure zipper lends to 
the shoe’s clean, understated style. Includes zipper garage and 
zip leather covers to protect bike from scratches and help keep 
zip in position.  Shift pad inner foam inserts for a more durable 
contact surface with the bike’s gear shift.  Traditional lacing 
system for convenient and secure closure.  Dual density ankle 

protectors backed with soft padding for comfort and support 
on both sides.  Inner heel counter and toe-box reinforcement 
for support and protection.  Internal high modulus polyamide 
midsole with integrated shank reinforcement for structure and 
support to the arch area.  Alpinestars’ exclusive oil-resistant 
rubber compound sole with new grip pattern design.  Heel 
build of microporous layer plus rubber thread to reduce heel 
overall weight.  Available in US sizes 6-14  The Parlor Drystar 
shoe is CE certified to CE 89/686/EEC  CAT 2

SIZES: 41 - 47

254 9116 10
BLACK

£139.99
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FASTER 2 WP SHOE 
// ROAD RIDING

NEW

254 0217 1101
GUNER METAL

254 0217 125
FLUO

 Aggressively profiled upper boot surface is constructed from a 
lightweight, durable and abrasion-resistance microfiber.  One-
piece Velcro  instep strap for quick, personalised and secure 
closure as well as significantly reducing boot’s overall weight. 
Strap features soft PU-tipped puller to aid grip when closing.  
Integrated waterproof membrane for guaranteed performance 
in wet weather.  New speed lacing system is derived from 
Alpinestars technology development in Formula 1 and provides 
precision fit and comfort by strategically enveloping the foot for 
support and structure.  Newly developed rubber compound 
sole with textured grip patterning for excellent performance 
against slipping, on or off the bike, while promoting water run-
off and support.  Performance padding on tongue and collar 
provides high levels of comfort and fit around the ankle and 
instep.  Highly breathable 3D mesh lining with microfiber suede 
insert to stop heel from slipping.  PU midsole for comfort and 

integrated steel shank for enhanced sole rigidity.  Flex insert on 
Achilles heel provides riding comfort and manoeuverability on 
and off the bike.  Replaceable anatomical EVA footbed with 
Lycra lining on top for comfort, support and excellent moisture-
wicking.  Newly designed ergonomic lateral toe-slider offers 
improved feel and sensitivity on bike’s controls while offering 
abrasion resistance.  Innovative heel construction adapted 
from technology first developed by Alpinestars auto racing 
department features multi-compound construction ergonomic, 
rounded polypropylene heel counter which provides support, 
protection and stability.  TPR lateral ankle insert protects 
against abrasion and light impacts.  Double density ankle 
protector on medial side layered under the upper boot surface 
offers protective performance and abrasion resistance in key 
area.  Internal toe box and heel counter are layered under the 
upper boot surface for structure and ergonomic design.

SIZES:  36 ! 50

£129.99
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AST-1 SHOE
// ROAD RACING

NEW

251 6117 12
BLACK WHITE

251 6117 13
BLACK RED

251 6117 155
BLACK FLUO

 Main upper constructed from premium full grain leather for 
excellent comfort and durability.  Lateral panel and tongue 
made in textile for more flexibility and breathabllity.  Synthetic 
microfiber on lower lateral panel offers improved structural 
integrity protection and durability.  The lateral top collar is 
integrating a special small loop to keep tidy the lace knot. 
the loop is locked onto upper with a snap fastener for a quick 
release.  Double density TPU ankle protector on medial side 
layered under the upper offers protective performance and 

abrasion resistance in key area.  TPR lateral ankle protector to 
provide all-round strategic protection and flexibility in key areas.
 TPU shift pad offers excellent protection and durability.  

Hidden pull loop in Velcro for ease of access.  Internal  toe 
box and heel counter protection is layered under the upper.  
30 mesh lining for better breathability   Alpinestars  exclusive 
vulcanized rubber outsole provides excellent fit and support.  
The AST-1is CE certified to EN 13634:2015.

SIZES: 38 ! 48

£129.99
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LUNAR SHOE
// ROAD RIDING

NEW

251 2017 10
BLACK

251 2017 123
BLACK WHITE RED

 Lightweight, street-styled upper combining perforated full 
grain leather for optimised comfort, durability and look.  
Tongue and collar constructed from leather for enhanced 
comfort. durability and luxurious feel.  TPR fit locker to 
maintain flexion and fit control.  Lace closure system with 
adjustable Velcro strap, for easy, secure and comfortable fit. 
 Dual density TPU ankle protector is applied between the 

upper and padded lining to provide the strategic protection 
and flexibility in key areas.  Padding on tongue and heel area 
provides high levels of comfort and fit around the ankle and 

instep.  Advanced rubber compound cup sole is molded 
to the upper to offer stability, grip, support and durability.  
Reinforced mid sole inserted between the upper and the sole 
for structural strength and durability.  Highly breathable 3D 
mesh lining for improved comfort and breathability.  Internal 
toe box and heel counter reinforcement is layered under the 
upper for more ergonomic design.  Alpinestars  exclusive 
vulcanized rubber outsole provides excellent fit and support.
 Lunar shoe is CE certified to EN13634:2015.

SIZES: 38 ! 48

£129.99
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Aggressively profiled upper is constructed from a lightweight, 
durable and abrasion-resistance microfiber.  One-piece 
Velcro  instep strap for quick, personalised and secure 
closure as well as significantly reducing boot’s overall weight. 
Strap features soft PU-tipped puller to aid grip when closing. 
 New speed lacing system is derived from Alpinestars 

technology development in Formula 1 and provides superb 
levels of precision fit and comfort by strategically enveloping the 
foot for support and structure.  Newly designed ergonomic 
lateral toe-slider offers improved feel and sensitivity on bike’s 
controls while offering abrasion resistance.  Innovative heel 
construction adapted from technology first developed by 
Alpinestars auto racing department features multi-compound 
construction ergonomic, rounded polypropylene heel counter, 
which provides support, protection and stability.  Newly 
developed rubber compound sole with textured grip patterning 

for excellent performance against slipping, on or off the bike, 
while promoting water run-off and support.  TPR lateral ankle 
insert protects against abrasion and light impacts.  Double 
density ankle protector on medial side layered under the upper 
offers protective performance and abrasion resistance in key 
area.  Performance padding on tongue and collar provides 
high levels of comfort and fit around the ankle and instep.  
Highly breathable 3D mesh lining with microfiber suede insert 
on heel to stop heel from slipping.  Internal toe box and 
heel counter are layered under the upper for structure and 
ergonomic design.  PU midsole for comfort and integrated 
steel shank for enhanced sole rigidity.  Flex insert on Achilles 
heel provides riding comfort and maneuverability on and off the 
bike.    Replaceable anatomical EVA footbed with Lycra lining 
on top for comfort, support and excellent moisture-wicking.
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FASTER 2 SHOE 
// ROAD RIDING

SIZES:  40.5 ! 48

251 0216 10
BLACK

251 0216 1536
BLACK FLUO RED

251 0216 12
BLACK WHITE

251 0216 123
BLACK WHITE 
RED

251 0216 1053
BLACK WHITE 
FLUO

251 0216 119
BLACK SILVER

£119.99

IMAGE C
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STELLA SMX-6 V2 DRYSTAR® 
BOOT // WOMEN'S RACING / HIGH PERFORMANCE RIDING

NEW

224 3117 1239
BLACK WHITE FUCHSIA

 Specifically engineered to ensure optimised female fit.  
New microfiber design on front. rear lower and rear calf plus 
TPU anklebrace protector to give more protection, flexibility 
and stability.  Durable hi-tech microfiber upper construction 
offering superb levels of flexibility.  External TPU Ankle 
protector layered under the unique medial panel design, offers 
excellent protection and durability.  TPU lateral ankle brace 
protection provides biomechonical support between  lateral 
top calf/shin and ankle and otters improved structural integrity
 Air vents on shin plate, cuff and heel counter with breathable 

mesh inserts.  High modulus TPU injected shin guard, calf 
protector, heel counter, shift pad and lateral ankle brace. 
 Internal Safety Protection: visible double density ankle 

protector on medial side located between the upper and 

lining.  Integrated, replaceable bi-injected TPU slider features 
easy screw fixing concept.  Internal insole with the shank 
reinforcement integrated for added support to the arch area. 
 Medial side entry opening/closure system features elastic-

mounted zipper with wide Velcro closure, Velcro tab locks 
the zip pull closed keeping it flat and secure.  Wide opening 
aperture for ease of access.  Internal  toe box protection is 
layered under the upper.  Drystar  membrane lining ensures 
100% moisture protection while maintaining high levels of 
perspiration exchange.  Removable anatomic footbed 
includes EVA and lycra for comfort and support.   Alpinestars  
exclusive compound rubber sole promotes improved water 
run-off and grip.  NEW STEl lA SMX-6 DR STAR boot is CE 
certified to EN 13634:2015.

SIZES: 36 ! 41

£219.99
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STELLA SMX-6 V2 BOOT 
// WOMEN'S RACING / HIGH PERFORMANCE RIDING

NEW

222 3117 12
BLACK WHITE

222 3117 1032
BLACK FUCHSIA

 Specifically  engineered to ensure optimised female fit.  
New microfiber design on front, rear lower and rear calf plus 
TPU ankle brace protector to give more protection, flexibility 
and stability.  Durable hi-tech microfiber upper construction 
offering superb levels of flexibility.  TPU lateral ankle brace 
protection provides biomechonical support between lateral 
top calf/shin and ankle and offers improved structural integrity
 Air vents on shin plate, cuff and heel counter with breathable 

mesh inserts.  High modulus TPU injected shin guard, calf 
protector, heel counter shift pad and lateral ankle brace. 
 Internal Safety Protector: visible double density ankle 

protector on medial side located between the upper and 
lining.  Integrated, replaceable bi-injected TPU slider features 

easy screw fixing concept.  Internal insole with the shank 
reinforcement integrated for added support to the arch area. 
  Medial side entry opening/closure system features elastic-

mounted zipper with wide Velcro closure. Velcro tab locks 
the zip pull closed keeping it flat and secure.  Wide opening 
aperture for ease of access.  Internal  toe box protection is 
layered under the upper.  Breathable textile interior lining 
features anti-sliding microfiber suede reinforcement on heel 
area.  Removable anatomic footbed includes EVA and Lycra 
for comfort and support.  Alpinestars  exclusive compound 
rubber sole promotes improved water run-off and grip.  NEW 
STELLA S/11X-6 boot is CE certified to EN13634:2015.

SIZES: 36 ! 43

£189.99
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STELLA SMX-1 R BOOT
// WOMEN'S PERFORMANCE RIDING

Designed and developed for an optimised women’s 
performance riding fit.  Main upper constructed from an 
advanced microfiber for comfort, durability and excellent levels 
of abrasion resistance.  Innovative heel counter support 
system, which works in conjunction with strap closure to 
offer improved fit and support as well as structural integrity. 
 Rear of heel counter has been redesigned with soft TPR 

insert which works seamlessly with rear flex zone to allow for 
greater freedom of ankle movement and comfort on the bike’s 
controls, plus durable TPR shift pad.  Ergonomic new boot 
shaping for forefoot streamlining which offers wide-ranging 
foot profile, fit and comfort.  Newly designed TPR medial and 
lateral side protection offers excellent abrasion resistance and 
durability.  Evolved closure strap which is anatomically angled 
to follow natural shape of rider’s instep.  Alpinestars exclusive 
compound rubber sole with newly designed grip patterning to 
promote improved feel and grip, water dispersion and durability. 
 Instep and Achilles’ accordion flex zones made from 

lightweight microfiber for optimised levels of durability, comfort 

and manoeuverability on and off the bike.  Front Velcro  
closure system offers a quick and secure fit over the instep area 
while permitting excellent levels of flex.  Strap features TPR 
puller for ease of use.  Medial zip closure ensures convenient 
in and out; zip is covered with a Velcro  and microfiber flap to 
protect bike from scratches.  Double density ankle protector 
on medial side layered under the upper offers protective 
performance and abrasion resistance in key area.  Integrated, 
replaceable, bi-injected TPU forefoot slider features new easy-
screw fixing concept for quicker and easier replacement.  
External, high modulus TPU heel counter, lateral ankle and shift 
pad for improved shock protection and durability.  Internal 
toe box protection is layered under the upper for durability, 
improved feel and performance.  Removable anatomic foot-
bed includes EVA foam and Lycra  for comfort and support.  
Internal mesh lining for cooling comfort and moisture-wicking. 
 SMX-1 R is CE certified to Cat 2 CE Certified to 89/686/ECC 

EU Directive.

SIZES: 36 ! 44

£149.99
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STELLA KAIRA GORE-TEX®  
BOOT // WOMEN'S TOURING

Developed and designed for a specific woman’s performance 
fit, ensuring comfort for long or short tour riding.  Constructed 
from supple full grain leather chassis for excellent levels 
of comfort and durability.  Integrated full GORE-TEX  
membrane lining offers unsurpassed levels of waterproofing 
and breathability.  Large medial side closure system 
incorporates zipper and Velcro -closing flap for a wide 
aperture entry, personalised fit and convenient in and out. Zip 
has leather pull tab for grip and to protect bike from scratches. 
 Strategically positioned accordion stretch leather insert on 

the Achilles’ heel area allows ease of movement on the bike. 
 Stretch insert on calf area for improved flexibility.  Double 

density TPU ankle protector disk on lateral side is layered under 
the upper and backed by poly-foam padding.  Toe box and 
heel counter internal reinforcement give structured support and 
impact resistance.  Leather reinforced shift pad is patterned 
to give excellent grip and greater sensitivity for the shifter. 
 PU midsole integrated into the upper for comfort and plus 

steel shank for enhanced sole rigidity.  Specially designed 
removable anatomic EVA footbed and Lycra  lining on top for 
support, comfort and moisture-wicking.  Alpinestars exclusive 
vulcanized rubber compound outsole feature advanced grip 
patterning for stability and grip on and off the bike.  The Stella 
Kaira GORE-TEX  is CE certified to EN 

SIZES: 36 ! 43

233 5516 10
BLACK

£199.99
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STELLA VALENCIA WP 
BOOT // WOMEN'S TOURING

Developed and designed for a woman’s performance fit, 
ensuring comfort and specific fit for long or short tour riding. 
 Multi-panel, low-cut main chassis with full grain leather and 

suede inserts for excellent levels of comfort and durability.  
Front and rear accordion zones constructed with microfiber 
for superior comfort and flexibility, control and support.  
Convenient wide entry system with large Velcro  secured shin 
flap, backed by a weather proofing gusset offering easy entry 
and precise fit.  100 per cent waterproof membrane lining for 
proven performance in wet weather conditions.  Alpinestars’ 
new anatomical foam backed dual-density TPU ankle disk 

protection on medial and lateral side.  Instep buckle system 
with Velcro  provides quick, secure and personalised closure. 
 Newly developed lightweight rubber sole with textured grip 

for excellent anti-slip performance and stability on and off the 
bike.  PU midsole for comfort and integrated steel shank for 
enhanced sole rigidity.  High modulus midsole follows shape 
of foot and incorporates structured metal shank reinforcement. 
 Specially designed removable anatomic EVA footbed and 

Lycra  lining on top for comfort and moisture-wicking.  The 
Stella Valencia Waterproof is CE certified to Cat 2 CE Certified 
to 89/686/ECC EU Directive. 

SIZES: 36 ! 43

244 2216 10
BLACK

£149.99
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STELLA FASTER 2 SHOE
// WOMEN'S ROAD RIDING

Designed by Alpinestars footwear development department 
for a fit fully optimised for a female rider’s foot anatomy.  
Aggressively profiled upper is constructed from a lightweight, 
durable and abrasion-resistant microfiber.  Evolved, one-piece 
Velcro  instep strap for quick, personalised and secure closure 
as well as significantly reducing boot’s overall weight. Strap 
features soft PU-tipped puller to aid grip when closing.  New 
speed lacing system is derived from Alpinestars  technology 
development in Formula 1 and provides levels of performance 
fit and comfort by strategically enveloping the foot for support 
and structure.  Newly designed ergonomic lateral toe-slider 
offers improved feel and sensitivity on bike’s controls while 
offering abrasion resistance.  Innovative heel construction 
adapted from technology first developed by Alpinestars auto 
racing department features multi-compound construction 
ergonomic, rounded polypropylene heel counter, to provide 
support, protection and stability.  Newly developed rubber 

compound sole with textured grip patterning for excellent 
performance against slipping, either on or off the bike, while 
promoting water run-off and support.  Lateral thermoformed 
rubber ankle insert protects against abrasion and light impacts. 
 Double density ankle protector on medial side layered 

under the upper offers protection and abrasion resistance. 
 Performance padding on tongue and collar provides high 

levels of comfort and fit around the ankle and instep.  Highly 
breathable 3D mesh lining with microfiber suede insert on heel 
to stop heel from slipping.  Internal toe box and heel counter 
are layered under the upper for structure and ergonomic 
design.  PU midsole for comfort and integrated steel shank 
for enhanced sole rigidity.  Flex insert on Achilles heel provides 
riding comfort and maneuverability on and off the bike.  
Replaceable anatomical EVA footbed with Lycra  lining for 
comfort, support and moisture-wicking.

SIZES: 36 ! 44

251 0416 10
BLACK

251 0416 185
BLACK GOLD

251 0416 1039
BLACK FUCHSIA

£119.99
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STELLA FASTER 2 WP 
SHOE // WOMEN'S ROAD RIDING

254 0317 1101
GUNER METAL

254 0317 1039
FUCHSIA

 Designed and developed to ensure an optimised women’s fit.
 Aggressively profiled upper boot surface is constructed from 

a lightweight, durable and abrasion-resistance microfiber.  
One-piece Velcro  instep strap for quick, personalised and 
secure closure as well as significantly reducing boot’s overall 
weight. Strap features soft PU-tipped puller to aid grip when 
closing.  Integrated waterproof membrane for guaranteed 
performance in wet weather.  New speed lacing system is 
derived from Alpinestars technology development in Formula 
1 and provides excellent levels of precision fit and comfort 
by strategically enveloping the foot for support and structure. 
 Performance padding on tongue and collar provides high 

levels of comfort and fit around the ankle and instep.  Newly 
designed ergonomic lateral toe-slider offers improved feel and 
sensitivity on bike’s controls while offering abrasion resistance. 
 Innovative heel construction adapted from technology 

first developed by Alpinestars auto racing department 

features multi-compound construction ergonomic, rounded 
polypropylene heel counter which provides support, protection 
and stability.  TPR lateral ankle insert protects against abrasion 
and light impacts.  Double density ankle protector on medial 
side layered under the upper boot surface offers protective 
performance and abrasion resistance in key area.  Internal 
toe box and heel counter are layered under the upper boot 
surface for structure and ergonomic design.  PU midsole for 
comfort and integrated steel shank for enhanced sole rigidity. 
 Newly developed rubber compound sole with textured grip 

patterning for excellent performance against slipping, on or off 
the bike, while promoting water run-off and support.  Highly 
breathable 3D mesh lining with microfiber suede insert to stop 
heel from slipping.  Flex insert on Achilles heel provides riding 
comfort and maneuverability on and off the bike.  Replaceable 
anatomical EVA footbed with Lycra lining on top for comfort, 
support and excellent moisture-wicking.

SIZES: 36 ! 46

£129.99

SMX PLUS 
TOE SLIDER // PROTECTION

 Fits all toe slider enabled Alpinestars boots from 2011 onwards

25SLISMX11 / 21
WHITE BLACK

£7.99

25SLI411

MAGNESIUM 
TOE SLIDER // PROTECTION

 New integrated replaceable co-injected TPU/Aluminium Toe slide  Fits all 
  Alpinestar boots which are toe slider enabled

£13.99

25SLI630 / 23
RED

SUPERTECH/ SMX R/5
TOE SLIDER // PROTECTION

25SLI6 / 10
BLACK

£4.99

 Replaceable PU injected snap-in toe sliders
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GP PRO R2 GLOVE
// RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING

 Constructed from supple and durable full-grain cow and 
goat leather associated with kangaroo leather on palm  
Localized perforations on palm and backhand, ventilated 
fourchettes keep the hands cool  Ergonomic  engineered 
leather reinforcements on the palm and outer hand landing 
zones provide maximum abrasion resistance in key impact 
zones  Ergonomic stretch insert on palm  Pre-curved finger 
construction reduces rider fatigue  Alpinestars  Dynamic 
Friction Shield (DFS) knuckle protection system features dual 
density mold construction for superior resistance to repeated 
impacts  Molded knuckle protection air intakes and exhaust 
ports for improved hand ventilation  Injected TPU palm and 

finger slider for superior impact and abrasion resistance  TPU 
injected adjustable cuff panel for superior impact and abrasion 
resistance with high grip Velcro closure for security.  Velcro 
wrist adjustable closure strap  Internal top surface hand and 
thumb lining made with Dupont Kevlar fiber  Internal little finger 
lining made with Dupont Kevlar fiber  Alpinestars patented 
third and fourth finger bridge prevents finger roll separation 
in the event of a slide  Vented TPR on backhand zone  
Palm pad panel combined into palm / thumb reinforcement  
External finger and palm seams for a close fit and superior feel
 Printed logos
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GP PLUS R GLOVE
// RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING

 Constructed from supple and durable full-grain cow and goat 
leather  Localized perforations on palm and backhand, and 
ventilated fourchettes to keep the hands cool  Ergonomic 
stretch insert on palm  Pre-curved finger construction reduces 
rider fatigue  Stretch leather accordions on fingers and thumb 
for superior fit and flexibility  Velcro wrist adjustable closure 
strap  External finger and palm seams for a close fit and 
superior feel  Printed logos  Ergonomic  engineered leather 
reinforcements on the palm and outer hand landing zones 
provide maximum abrasion resistance in key impact zones  
Alpinestars Dynamic Friction Shield (DFS) knuckle protection 
system features dual density mold construction for superior 

resistance to repeated impacts  Molded knuckle protection 
air intakes and exhaust ports for improved hand ventilation  
Injected TPU palm and finger slider for superior impact and 
abrasion resistance  Protective double cuff closure with TPR 
logo wraps around wrist and raises the entire profile of the 
glove to protect wrist bone from impact in a crash  Internal 
top surface hand and thumb lining made with Dupont Kevlar 
fiber  Internal little finger lining made with Dupont Kevlar fiber 
 Alpinestars  patented third and fourth finger bridge prevents 

finger roll separation in the event of a slide  Palm pad panel 
combined into palm / thumb / little finger reinforcement

NEW

NEW

355 6717 10
BLACK

355 6717 12
BLACK WHITE

355 6717 123
BLACK WHITE RED

355 6717 1240
BLACK WHITE RED
FLUO

355 6717 125
BLACK WHITE FLUO

SIZES: S ! 3XL

SIZES: S ! 3XL

355 6517 10
BLACK

355 6517 12
BLACK WHITE

355 6517 123
BLACK WHITE RED

355 6517 1240
BLACK WHITE RED
FLUO

355 6517 125
BLACK WHITE FLUO

£ 199.99

£169.99
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SP-1 GLOVE
// PERFORMANCE RACING

Fully constructed from supple and durable full-grain leather.  
Strong and supple goat leather used for the palm and finger 
construction for superior durability.  Ergonomically profiled 
carbon fiber knuckle provides exceptional impact and abrasion 
protection.  Patented 3rd/4th finger bridge prevents excessive 
finger roll and separation during impacts.  Palm and outer 
edge of hand reinforced with suede and leather.  Innovative 
palm rubber patches extremely durable at abrasion.  Injected 
TPU palm and finger sliders for superior impact and abrasion 

resistance.  Touch screen compatible fingertip on index finger 
for use of touch screen devices.  Accordion flex inserts on 
fingers and outer thumb.  Vented back hand TPR for climate 
control.  Strategically positioned ventilation perforations on 
finger sidewalls.  Leather reinforcements cover finger and 
sidewalls for durability.  Thumb, fingers, top of hand and wrist 
are reinforced with 4mm perforated foam padding.  Gauntlet-
style cuff includes TPR Astars logo and secure, adjustable dual 
Velcro closure.  Pre-curved finger design reduces fatigue.

355 8115 10
BLACK

355 8115 123
BLACK WHITE RED

355 8115 125
BLACK WHITE FLUO

SIZES: S ! 3XL

£129.99
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SP-2 GLOVE
// PERFORMANCE RIDING

Palm and finger constructed from Goat skin leather for superior 
durability.  Knuckle area and finger forchettes made from 
bovine leather for enhanced comfort and feel.  Cuff, thumb, 
fingers, top of hand and wrist are padded for additional 
protection.  Patented 3rd/4th finger bridge prevents finger roll 
and separation during impacts.  Perforated cuff, leather top 

panel and ventilated finger sidewalls keep the hands cool.  
Little finger outer edge and landing zone is reinforced with full 
grain bovine leather.  Pre-curved finger construction to reduce 
riding fatigue.  Wide Velcro wrist closure for easy glove entry 
and secure closure.

SIZES: S ! 3XL

355 8214 10
BLACK

355 8214 12
BLACK WHITE

355 8214 125
BLACK WHITE FLUO

355 8214 1053
BLACK WHITE FLUO RED

£109.99
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SP AIR GLOVE
// PERFORMANCE RIDING

Supple, durable full-grain leather chassis incorporating 
strategically placed 3D mesh inserts for optimised airflow 
and comfort.  Ergonomically profiled synthetic suede 
reinforcements on the palm and outer hand landing zones 
provide maximum abrasion resistance in key impact zones 
 Localized perforations on palm and backhand surface 

and ventilated and mesh finger sidewalls offer exceptional 
all-round air flow  TPR air intakes on fingers and knuckle 
protection prevent the build-up of sweat and heat while riding. 
 Alpinestars’ exclusive ergonomic stretch insert between 

palm and thumb offers improved range of hand movement 
and greater sensitivity while operating the bike controls.  
Long gauntlet cuff construction offers extended coverage 
and comfort for the lower arm and can be tightly and securely 
closed over the jacket sleeve to form an excellent seal against 
the weather.  Pre-curved finger construction reduces rider 

fatigue while offering excellent comfort and fit.  Ergonomic 
injected TPU palm slider for superior impact and abrasion 
resistance in key area.  Race-proven, injected TPU knuckle 
protector to absorb and dissipate impact while providing 
air cooling thanks to its specifically engineered vents.  
Alpinestars  patented third and fourth finger bridge prevents 
protection rolling around the finger and roll separation in the 
event of a slide.  Palm, fingers and backhand padded with 
energy absorbing EVA foam for additional protection.  Velcro  
wrist adjuster and wide Velcro  strap on the cuff provide a 
secure and adjusted closure.  Leather stretch accordion 
and Lycra  gussets on fingers and thumb for superior fit and 
flexibility.  Touchscreen compatible index fingertip and thumb 
allow the use of smartphone and GPS systems.  Printed and 
embroidered logos and detailing.

SIZES: S ! 3XL

355 8016 10
BLACK

355 8016 12
BLACK WHITE

355 8016 125
BLACK WHITE FLUO

£109.99
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SPX AIR CARBON GLOVE
// PERFORMANCE RIDING

Constructed from supple and durable full-grain leather main 
shell with 3D mesh top hand for optimised levels of comfort, 
durability and airflow.  Innovative carbon compound and 
injected TPR knuckle protector offers excellent levels of 
protection and is ergonomically optimised for performance fit.  
Innovative carbon compound and injected TPR sliders on palm 
and fingers for protection and abrasion resistance in critical 
impact areas.  Energy absorbing EVA foam on fingers, palm, 
thumb, top hand and wrist area for additional protection as well 
as aiding optimised fit.  Outer hand and landing area reinforced 
with padding, leather and extra stitching to give durability and 

tear resistance.  Newly developed, innovative stretch insert 
between palm and thumb provides enhanced flexibility to aid 
and control.  Velcro  cuff closure with TPR puller for safe 
and secure closure.  Third and fourth finger bridge prevents 
protector rolling around finger in the event of a slide.  Stretch 
accordion leather inserts on first and second finger, plus Lycra  
insert on third finger allows excellent flexibility on the controls 
and freedom of hand movement.  Touchscreen compatible 
index finger tip for use with GPS /smartphones.  Pre-curved 
finger construction reduces rider fatigue.  Printed logos and 
TPR detailing.

356 7316 10
BLACK

356 7316 12
BLACK WHITE

356 7316 123
BLACK WHITE RED

356 7316 155
BLACK FLUO

SIZES: S ! 3XL
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GPX GLOVE
// PERFORMANCE RIDING

Alpinestars’ race proven PU knuckle protection system features 
advanced airflow ventilation and thermoplastic PU for superior 
impact and abrasion resistance.  All leather construction with 
PU profile around vulnerable outer wrist.  Short glove design 
with extended cuff to protect external wrist area.  Reinforced 
external padding on thumb and re-inforced finger tops and 
sidewalls.  Patented 3rd and 4th finger bridge prevents finger 
separation and stops protection rolling off the fingers in the 

event of a slide.  Perforated leather fingers, finger gussets 
and palm for maximum cooling without compromising safety.  
Innovative open back knuckle design with perforated top panel. 
 Accordion, leather, stretch insert panel over thumb and on 

fingers for better flex and natural feel.  Synthetic suede palm 
with reinforcements for improved grip.  Velcro wrist closure.  
TPR detailing and Printed logos.

356 7013 10
BLACK

356 7013 12
BLACK WHITE

SIZES: S ! 3XL

£99.99

£89.99
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CELER GLOVE
// PERFORMANCE RIDING

 An extremely supple leather main shell, excellent protective 
capabilities and flexibility combine to make the Celer a leader in 
its class. Critical reinforcements and strategic perforation zones 
ramp up the comfort features on this stylish street riding glove. 
 Durable, multi-panel main shell construction incorporating a 

supple full-grain goat leather for high levels of comfort, abrasion 
resistance and breathability.  Leather palm construction 
incorporates leather and EVA foam reinforcements on landing 
zone for excellent durability and comfort.  Highly durable 

synthetic leather and suede reinforcements on side of hand, 
thumb and palm.   Alpinestars  race proven hard PU knuckle 
protection system for superior impact and abrasion resistance. 
 Knuckle guard incorporates a polymer flex insert for an 

optimised volume fit that follows the curvature of different hand 
shapes to improve grip and comfort on the bike s controls.  
Protector is backed by foam for comfort and additional shock 
absorption capabilities.  Ergonomic TPR sliders on first two 
fingers for additional abrasion resistance

SIZES: S ! 3XL

356 7014 10
BLACK

356 7014 213
WHITE BLACK RED

356 7014 123
BLACK WHITE RED

£99.99
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MUSTANG GLOVE
// PERFORMANCE RIDING

Perforated goat skin leather upper main construction  
Goat skin leather palm construction with synthetic suede 
reinforcement  Synthetic PU panels over the top of the glove 
create a sleeker finish  Over-molded PU knuckle protection 
with synthetic PU covering  4mm EVA foam padding on top 
and side of glove, top of fingers of thumb provide padding 
and a snug fit  Pre-curved finger construction reduces rider 

fatigue and improves comfort while riding  Goat skin accordion 
panels on fingers and thumb ensure flex to improve comfort, 
support and tactile feel of the controls  Multi-panel palm 
construction for a more precise fit  D-ring and strap and wrist 
closure featuring a Lycra gusset insert extends opening width 
for ease of entry.

SIZES: S ! 3XL

356 610 1000
STEALTH BLACK

£79.99
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HIGHLANDS GLOVE
// ROAD RIDING

 Constructed from durable goat leather associated with 
3D mesh top hand which provide an optimised airflow  
Reinforcements on palm and thumb provides superior grip 
 Full leather palm construction  Ergonomic stretch insert 

on palm  Reinforced outer hand with paddings and high 
abrasion resistant fabric on landing zones  Molded hard-
knuckle protector provides impact and abrasion protection  

Palm, thumb and backhand padded with energy absorbing 
E.V.A foam for additional protection  TPR fingers slider and 
backhand for superior impact and abrasion resistance  Wrist 
flap with velcro  on cuff provides a secure closure  Goat 
leather fourcettes  Touchscreen compatible index and thumb 
finger tips  Pre-curved finger construction reduces rider fatigue

NEW

SIZES: S ! 3XL

356 6617 10
BLACK

356 6617 1813
BLACK TOBACCO BROWN
RED

£79.99
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SP-8 V2 GLOVE
// PERFORMANCE RIDING

 Multi material constructed with goat leather and 
high performance PU leather with strategically placed 
perforated leather  Ergonomic-engineered synthetic suede 
reinforcements on the palm and outer hand landing zones 
provide maximum abrasion resistance in key impact zones 
 Ergonomic stretch insert on palm  Pre-curved finger 

construction reduces rider fatigue  Race proven injected TPU 
knuckle protection system to absorb and dissipate impact  
Palm, fingers and backhand padded with energy absorbing 

E.V.A foam for additional protection  Velcro  Wrist adjuster 
and wide Velcro  strapon the cuff provide a secure and 
adjusted closure  Touchscreen compatible index fingertip 
and thumb allow the use of smartphone and GPS systems  
Printed and embroidered logos  Alpinestars  patented third 
and fourth finger bridge prevents finger roll separation in the 
event of a slide

NEW

355 8317 111
BLACK DARK GREY

355 8317 12
BLACK WHITE

355 8317 123
BLACK WHITE RED

355 8317 125
BLACK WHITE FLUO

SIZES: S ! 3XL

£79.99
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BOOSTER GLOVE
// ROAD RIDING

 Constructed from durable goat leather associated with high 
abrasion resistant stretch polyester farbic  Reinforcements 
on palm and thumb provides superior grip  Full leather palm 
construction  Ergonomic stretch insert on palm  Reinforced 
outer hand with paddings on landing zones  Molded hard-
knuckle protector provides impact and abrasion protection  
Palm, thumb and fingers padded with energy absorbing E.V.A 

foam for additional protection  Wrist flap with velcro  on cuff 
provides a secure closure  Pinky side wall suede reinforcement
 Goat leather fourcettes  Touchscreen compatible index 

finger tip  Pre-curved finger construction reduces rider fatigue
 Third and Fourth finger bridge

NEW

SIZES: S ! 3XL

356 6917 104
BLACK ANTHRACITE

356 6917 13
BLACK RED

356 6917 125
BLACK WHITE FLUO

£59.99
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SP-5 GLOVE
// PERFORMANCE RIDING

 Top hand built with high performance PU leather associated 
with perforated goat leather which provides an optimised airflow 
 Reinforcements on palm and thumb provides superior grip  

Full leather palm construction  Ergonomic stretch insert on 
palm  Reinforced outer hand with paddings on landing zones 
 Molded hard-knuckle protector provides impact and abrasion 

protection  Palm, thumb and fingers padded with energy 

absorbing E.V.A foam for additional protection  Wrist flap with 
velcro  on cuff provides a secure closure  Pinky side wall 
suede reinforcement  Goat leather fourcettes  Touchscreen 
compatible index finger tip  Pre-curved finger construction 
reduces rider fatigue  Third and fourth finger bridge

NEW

355 8517 10
BLACK

355 8517 123
BLACK WHITE RED

355 8517 158
BLACK FLUO WHITE

355 8517 1503
BLACK FLUO WHITE RED

SIZES: S ! 3XL

£69.99
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SMX-2 AIR CARBON V2 GLOVE
//PERFORMANCE RIDING

 Constructed from durable goat leather associated with 
3D mesh top hand which provide an optimised airflow  
Reinforcements on palm and thumb provides superior grip 
 Multi panel leather palm and fourcettes construction  

Ergonomic stretch insert on palm  Reinforced outer hand 
with paddings on landing zones provide maximum abrasion 
resistance  Molded carbon knuckle protector provides 

impact and abrasion protection  Thumb padded with energy 
absorbing E.V.A foam for additional protection  TPR fingers 
slider for superior impact and abrasion resistance  TPR 
puller with Velcro  wrist on cuff provide a secure closure  
Touchscreen compatible index finger tip  Printed and TPR 
logos  Pre-curved finger construction reduces rider fatigue

NEW

SIZES: S ! 3XL

356 7717 10
BLACK

356 7717 12
BLACK WHITE

356 7717 125
BLACK WHITE FLUO

356 7717 132
BLACK RED WHITE

356 7717 1325
BLACK RED WHITE FLUO

£69.99
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SMX-1 AIR GLOVE
// SPORT RIDING / URBAN COMMUTING

Constructed with a durable goat leather chassis and 
strategically positioned 3D mesh inserts on the top hand for 
an optimised level of comfort, durability and internal airflow. 
 Thumb and palm reinforcement offers excellent grip on the 

controls while giving greater seam protection and durability.  
Newly developed, innovative stretch insert between palm and 
thumb provides excellent fit and enhanced range of movement 
and control.  Suede reinforcements on the outer hand are 
backed with foam padding for abrasion resistance.  Molded 
hard knuckle protection constructed from nylon compound for 

high levels of protection, strength, weight-saving and durability. 
 Palm, outer thumb and backhand are padded with energy-

absorbing EVA foam for abrasion resistance and impacts. 
 Sonic welded TPR finger sliders for impact and abrasion 

resistance.  Velcro  cuff closure with TPR puller for safe and 
secure closure.  Suede reinforced fingertips for sensitivity 
and control.  Stretch mesh fourchettes for fit, flexibility and 
airflow.  Touchscreen compatible fingertip for use with GPS 
smartphone devices.  Pre-curved finger construction for fit 
and reduction in rider fatigue.

SIZES: S ! 3XL

357 0516 10
BLACK

357 0516 155
BLACK FLUO

£59.99
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SCHEME KEVLAR® GLOVE
// SPORT RIDING / URBAN COMMUTING

PU and 3D mesh upper construction.  Clarino palm 
construction with PU reinforcements.  Carbon fiber knuckle 
protectors.  Kevlar  inner reinforcement.  Finger flex gussets. 

 Thumb foam padding.  Reinforced landing zone with built in 
foam padding.  Airprene cuff with Velcro flap closure.

SIZES: S ! 3XL

350 2612 10
BLACK WHITE

350 2612 125
BLACK WHITE RED FLUO

£54.99
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SPARTAN GLOVE
// SPORT RIDING

Air stretch mesh and spandex construction for a well ventilated 
and snug fit.  Advanced polymer knuckle and finger protectors 
provide impact and abrasion protection and are covered 
to improve styling.  Palm and landing areas are reinforced 
with durable, abrasion-resistant microfiber to minimize wear 
and tear.  Air mesh finger structure improves air flow while 
stretch inserts on finger sidewalls aids flexibility and movement. 

 Pre-contoured finger construction reduces fatigue and 
improves comfort.  Velcro cuff closure incorporates TPR pull 
tab for convenient and customised fitting.  Short-styled cuff 
incorporates airmesh to limit build up of sweat and regulate 
temperature.  Silicone printing on index finger promotes 
improved grip of bike’s controls.  Reflective detailing on back 
of hand and fingers helps improve visibility.

SIZES: S ! 3XL

357 4714 10
BLACK (2014 MODEL)

357 4714 1053
BLACK WHITE FLUO RED

£39.95
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JET ROAD GORE-TEX® GLOVE
// ALL WEATHER RIDING

Innovative leather, stretch polyamide and textile construction 
for optimised levels of comfort and performance.  Full leather 
palm construction with reinforced leather areas offers greater 
control.  Exclusive fit and shaping template used across 
Alpinestars  glove range to improve consistency of feel and 
comfort.  Innovative multi-layered structure incorporates a 
full thermal layer and a foam layer to retain heat, a waterproof 
membrane plus a Primaloft  lining for unsurpassed thermal 
capabilities.  100% waterproof twin-layer GORE-TEX  
full-length wrist affords hermetic fit around jacket sleeves.  
Alpinestars’ track-proven polymer knuckle protection system 
for superior impact and abrasion resistance.  Alpinestars’ 

patented third and fourth finger-bridge prevents contortion 
and separation of the fingers in the event of impact slide.  
Thermo-formed foam padding on the knuckle, fingers, wrist 
and palm zones offers added protection.  Strategically placed 
reflective detailing improves rider visibility in poor or night-time 
riding conditions.  Helmet visor wipe strip mounted on thumb 
for ease of use.  Flexible accordion textile panels on fingers 
for increased manoeuverability and fit.  Double Velcro  wrist 
closure system ensures full, secure and water-tight closure 
with jacket sleeve.  Water draining eyelet on outer cuff layer. 
 Touch-screen compatible finger-stylus for use with bike 

navigational systems.  Available in international sizes S-3XL.

352 2016 10
BLACK

SIZES: S ! 3XL

£149.95

352 4013 10
BLACK
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CELER GORE-TEX® GLOVE
// ALL WEATHER RIDING

Durable, multi-panel main shell construction incorporating 
supple full-grain goat leather for high levels of comfort, 
abrasion resistance and breathability  Featuring GORE-TEX 
innovative X-TRAFIT membrane technology; a sealed triple-
layer construction for a significantly reduced material volume 
to ensure excellent waterproofing and breathability as well 
as grip and dexterity on the bike’s controls  Highly durable 
synthetic suede reinforcements on side of hand, thumb and 
palm  EVA foam padding on backhand and heel of palm for 
fit, comfort and protection  Alpinestars race proven hard PU 
knuckle protection system for superior impact and abrasion 
resistance  Knuckle guard incorporates a polymer flex insert 

for an optimised volume fit that follows the curvature of 
different hand shapes to improve grip and comfort and the 
bike’s controls  Protector is backed by foam for comfort and 
additional abrasion resistance  Patented 3rd/4th finger bridge 
prevents finger roll and separation during impacts  Accordion 
leather flex panels on fingers and thumb promote excellent 
riding flexibility  Pre-curved finger construction to reduce riding 
fatigue  Neoprene wrist cuff plus Velcro and TPR closure for 
secure and personalised closure  Wrist cuff is reinforced with 
TPR on the outside to offer protection to wrist bone  Touch 
screen compatible index fingertip for use with smartphones 
and GPS systems

SIZES: S ! 3XL

352 7115 10
BLACK

£139.99
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POLAR GORE-TEX® GLOVE
// ALL WEATHER RIDING

Durable leather and textile construction with external stitching 
for greater comfort.  Innovative multi-layered structure 
incorporates a full thermal layer across upper and fourchettes, 
an open cell foam layer to retain heat, a waterproof membrane 
plus a Thinsulate  lining for unsurpassed thermal capabilities. 
 100% waterproof GORE-TEX  structuring which is also 

extremely breathable.  Track-proven over-molded polymer 
hard knuckle protection for superior impact and abrasion 
resistance.  Alpinestars patented finger-bridge helps prevent 
finger separation and leather contortion in the event of a slide.
 Thermal lining with reduced palm area for comfort and grip, 

plus full finger thermal lining for overall warmth performance. 
 Mid-length glove styling and cuff closure gives optimum fit 

under jacket sleeves to enhance the waterproofing.  Extended 
leather inserts on thumb, index and middle fingers for superior 
fit and feel.  Leather palm area with synthetic reinforcement for 
added grip and abrasion performance.  Thermo-formed foam 
padding on the knuckle, fingers and palm zones offers added 
protection.  Wrist closure system offers secure fit.  Polymer 
finger-stylus for ease of use with bike navigation systems.  
Reflective detailing for improved rider visibility in poor light.  
Comes in international sizes: S-3XL.

SIZES: S ! 3XL

352 5116 10
BLACK

£129.99
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WR-1 GORE-TEX® GLOVE
// ALL WEATHER RIDING

Full premium leather, multi-panel main chassis for excellent 
levels of comfort, durability and abrasion resistance.  
GORE-TEX  membrane lining is breathable and waterproof, 
keeping the hands dry and comfortable in all conditions.  
Incorporated Primaloft  thermal insulation, 80g on the top 
hand for protection against the elements and 60g on the palm 
to enable greater sensitivity on the bike’s controls.  Thumb 
and palm reinforcement gives extra grip on the controls while 
offering great seam reinforcement and durability.  EVA padding 
reinforcements on knuckle, outer hand, thumb, finger tops and 
palm heel provides strategic abrasion resistance and improved 
fit.  Alpinestars’ race-derived and patented third and fourth 
finger bridge prevents finger roll and separation during impact. 

 Accordion stretch inserts on first two fingers allow greater 
freedom of movement.  Touch-screen compatible fingertip 
for use with smartphones/tablets/GPS systems.  Pre-curved 
glove construction improves comfort and prevents hand 
muscle fatigue on longer journeys.  Wide Velcro  cuff closure 
for easy entry and extend coverage. Cuff is designed to close 
over sleeve jacket to hermetically seal out the elements. Closure 
includes second wrist fastener to securely and safely keep 
glove in position.  Reflective detailing improves rider’s visibility 
in poor light.  TPR visor wipe on thumb e ciently cleans away 
grime and dirt from eyewear.  Comes in international sizes: 
S-3XL.

SIZES: S ! 3XL

352 5016 10
BLACK

£129.99
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EQUINOX XTRAFIT GLOVE
// ALL WEATHER RIDING

Leather palm and textile back hand fourchettes and cuff. Gore-
Tex Glove with Xtrafit for improved dexterity and feel.  Palm and 
side reinforced with synthetic suede.  PU knuckles, bonded 
internally under the textile.  EVA foam padding on fingers, 
thumb and wrist.  Reinforced wrist cuff and landing zone.  

Alpinestars  patented bridge prevents finger separation and 
reduces twisting in the event of a slide.  Gusset panels on 
index and middle fingers for flexibility.  Velcro adjustable wrist 
and cuff.  Reflective panels.  Convenient TPR visor wipe 
located on the thumb

SIZES: S ! 3XL

352 4514 10
BLACK

£109.99
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WR-V GORE-TEX® GLOVE
// ALL WEATHER RIDING

Durable 450 denier poly-textile upper with leather palm 
for optimised levels of abrasion resistance and comfort.  
GORE-TEX  membrane lining is breathable and waterproof, 
keeping the hands dry and comfortable in all conditions.  
Incorporated Primaloft  thermal insulation, 60g on the top 
hand for protection against the elements.  Thumb and palm 
reinforcement gives extra grip on the controls while offering 
great seam reinforcement and durability.  EVA padding 
reinforcements on knuckle, outer hand and palm provides 
strategic abrasion resistance and improved fit.  Alpinestars’ 
race-derived and patented third and fourth finger bridge 

prevents finger roll and separation during impact.  Touch-
screen compatible fingertip for use with smartphones/tablets/
GPS systems.  Pre-curved glove construction improves 
comfort and prevents hand muscle fatigue on longer journeys.  
Wide Velcro  cuff closure for easy entry and extend coverage. 
Cuff is designed to close over sleeve jacket to hermetically seal 
out the elements. Closure includes second wrist fastener to 
securely and safely keep glove in position.  Reflective detailing 
improves rider’s visibility in poor light.  Comes in international 
sizes: S-3XL.

SIZES: S ! 3XL

352 4516 10
BLACK

£99.99
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RAGE DRYSTAR® GLOVE
// ALL WEATHER RIDING

352 6817 13
BLACK RED

352 6817 123
BLACK WHITE RED

 Constructed from supple and durable full-grain leather 
associated with polyamide fabric  Reinforcements on palm 
and thumb provides superior grip  Ergonomic stretch insert 
on palm  Adjustable Velcro closure on cuff  Leather stretch 
accordions on fingers and for superior fit and flexibility  Pre-
curved finger construction reduces rider fatigue  Made with 
Drystar  Membrane construction technology  Touchscreen 
compatible index finger tip  Printed logo  Leather reinforced 
outer hand with paddings on landing zones provide maximum 
abrasion resistance  Carbon fiber  injected TPR palm 

slider for superior impact and abrasion resistance  Carbon 
fiber  injected TPR knuckle protection system to absorb 
and dissipate impact  Palm, fingers and backhand padded 
with energy absorbing EVA foam for additional protection  
Protective cuff closure with TPR logo wraps around wrist and 
raises the entire profile of the glove to protect wrist bone from 
impact in a crash  Third and fourth finger bridge prevents 
finger roll separation in the event of a slide  Reflective insert on 
backhand area and finger for greater visibility

SIZES: S ! 3XL

£99.99
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M56 DRYSTAR® GLOVE
// ALL WEATHER RIDING

Full premium leather, multi-panel main chassis for excellent 
levels of comfort, durability and abrasion resistance.  
DR STAR  membrane lining is 100% waterproof, keeping 
the hands dry and comfortable in wet weather conditions.  
Incorporated Primaloft  thermal insulation (80g) on the top 
hand for protection against the elements.  Rubber thumb 
and palm reinforcement gives extra grip on the controls while 
offering great seam reinforcement and durability.  Over-molded 
hard polymer knuckle protector offers excellent levels of impact 
and abrasion resistance.  EVA padding reinforcements on 
outer hand, thumb, finger tips and palm heel provides strategic 
abrasion resistance and improved fit.  Alpinestars’ race-
derived and patented third and fourth finger bridge prevents 

finger roll and separation during impact.  Accordion stretch 
inserts on first two fingers allow greater freedom of movement. 
 Touch-screen compatible fingertip for use with smartphones/

tablets/GPS systems.  Pre-curved glove construction 
improves comfort and prevents hand muscle fatigue on longer 
journeys.  Wide Velcro  cuff closure for easy entry and 
extend coverage. Cuff is designed to close over sleeve jacket 
to hermetically seal out the elements. Closure includes second 
wrist fastener to securely and safely keep glove in position.  
Reflective detailing improves rider’s visibility in poor light.  TPR 
visor wipe on thumb e ciently cleans away grime and dirt from 
eyewear.  Comes in international sizes: S-3XL.

SIZES: S ! 3XL

352 6416 10
BLACK

£109.99
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SP-Z DRYSTAR® GLOVE
// PERFORMANCE RIDING

 Constructed from supple and durable full-grain leather 
associated with polyamide fabric  Made with Drystar  
performance membrane construction technology which bonds 
all layers in glove  Reduced material chassis increases level of 
dexterity and sensitivity of bike controls  Reinforcements on 
palm and thumb provides superior grip  Ergonomic stretch 
insert on palm  Adjustable Velcro closure on cuff and wrist 
 Leather stretch accordions on fingers and for superior fit 

and flexibility  Pre-curved finger construction reduces rider 
fatigue  Touchscreen compatible index finger tip  Printed 

logo  Synthetic leather reinforced outer hand with paddings on 
landing zones provide maximum abrasion resistance  Durable 
PU knuckle protection with heat stamped logo  Palm, fingers 
and backhand padded with energy absorbing EVA foam for 
additional protection  Protective cuff closure with TPR logo 
wraps around wrist and raises the entire profile of the glove to 
protect wrist bone from impact in a crash  Third and fourth 
finger bridge prevents finger roll separation in the event of a 
slide  Reflective insert on backhand area for greater visibility

NEW

352 7917 10
BLACK

352 7917 123
BLACK WHITE RED

352 7917 155
BLACK WHITE FLUO

SIZES: S ! 3XL

£109.99
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COROZAL DRYSTAR® GLOVE
// ALL WEATHER RIDING

Durable stretch poly-textile upper with leather palm for 
optimised levels of abrasion resistance and comfort.  
Constructed using Alpinestars’ DR STAR  PERFORMANCE 
material technology, which incorporates a sealed and bonded 
layer construction to offer a reduced material chassis which 
promotes high levels of comfort, tactility and sensitivity on 
the bike’s controls, high levels of durability and excellent 
windproofing performance.  Over-molded polymer hard 
knuckle protector offers class-leading protection against 
impact and abrasion.  Rubber thumb and palm reinforcement 
gives extra grip on the controls while offering great seam 
reinforcement and durability.  EVA padding reinforcements 
on outer hand, fingers and palm provides strategic abrasion 

resistance and improved fit.  Alpinestars’ race-derived and 
patented third and fourth finger bridge prevents finger roll and 
separation during impact.  Touch-screen compatible fingertip 
for use with smartphones/tablets/GPS systems.  Pre-curved 
glove construction improves comfort and prevents hand 
muscle fatigue on longer journeys.  Accordion stretch inserts 
on first two fingers for excellent level control and movement. 
 Short cuff design with Neoprene and Velcro  cuff closure 

for easy entry. Cuff is designed to fit under sleeve jacket for 
comfort.  Reflective detailing improves rider’s visibility in poor 
light.  Helmet visor wipe located conveniently positioned on 
thumb to clean away dirt and grime.
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VEGA DRYSTAR® GLOVE
// ALL WEATHER RIDING

Construction : Goatskin leather and suede main construction 
with Neoprene  stretch inserts on fingers for protection, 
durability and comfort.  Alpinestars’ exclusive waterproof 
and breathable DR STAR  lining keep the hands dry and 
comfortable.  Goatskin leather palm incorporates synthetic 
suede reinforcements for durability and abrasion resistance. 
 Stretch poly-fabric finger sidewalls and improve comfort 

and flexibility.  Safety: Carbon fiber knuckle protector affords 
exceptional impact protection. The protector is backed with 
EVA memory foam padding for comfort, fit and impact energy 
absorption.  High finger-bridge helps prevent finger separation 

and leather twisting around the fingers in the event of an 
accident.  Additional protection offered by 4mm EVA foam 
padding on fingers, thumb and wrist.  Wrist cuff and palm 
landing zone reinforced with EVA foam padding.  Comfort: 
100g Thinsulate  thermal insulation lining is breathable and 
moisture-wicking while retaining excellent levels of warmth 
as the temperature drops outside.  Reduced material 
construction on inner palm for improved contact with bike 
controls.  Dual Velcro  wrist and cuff closure provides an 
adaptable fit.  Reflective panels on fingers and cuff improve 
over rider visibility.  

SIZES: S ! 3XL

352 5714 10
BLACK

SIZES: S ! 3XL

352 5816 10
BLACK
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SYNCHRO DRYSTAR® GLOVE
// ALL WEATHER RIDING

352 9117 10
BLACK

352 9117 951
BLACK GREY

 Mid-season gloves made of Softshell fabric for the back 
of the hand for comfort and flexibility, with leather abrasion 
resistant palm  Drystar laminated membrane, waterproof 
and breathable, the membrane is mounted into the other 
layers of the gloves, reducing the thickness and retaining 
greater precision and sensitivity  Rigid protective shell 
made of moulded polyurethane on the joints  E.V.A foam 
reinforcements on the palm, fingers, and back of the hand. 
 All protectors and reinforcements provide an impact 

protection and optimum abrasion resistance  Polyester fabric 
reinforcements placed on the palm and thumb for exceptional 
grip  Elasticated inserts placed on the thumb and palm as 
well as fabric accordion panels placed on the fingers  for great 
flexibility  Cuff with Airprene, comfortable and flexible  Wrist 
and  cuff equipped with Velcro closure ensuring a perfect fit  
Preformed fingers to minimise fatigue  Index finger compatible 
with your touchscreens  S NCRO DR STAR gloves are CE-
certified level 1

SIZES: S ! 3XL

£99.99

£89.99

£79.99
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C1 WINDSTOPPER GLOVE
// ALL WEATHER RIDING

Lightweight, windproof, and water resistant city riding glove 
constructed from a GORE-TEX  Windstopper  main shell 
for effective insulation.  Incorporates full-grain leather palm 
reinforcements on palm and thumb.  Over-molded hard 
knuckle protection provides excellent and abrasion and impact 

resistance; the protector is subtly incorporated under main shell 
for styling.  Knitted wrist cuff for comfort, snug fit and flexibility. 
 Touch-screen compatible fingertip on index finger for use with 

GPS systems of smartphones.  Textile puller located on cuff 
for easy on and off.

SIZES: S ! 3XL

352 0016 10
BLACK

£69.99
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APEX DRYSTAR® GLOVE
// ALL WEATHER RIDING

Durable stretch poly-textile upper with leather palm for 
optimised levels of abrasion resistance and comfort.  
Alpinestars  waterproof DR STAR  membrane keeps your 
hands comfortable and dry in the harshest conditions.  
Integrated Thinsulate  thermal insulation (100g) on the top 
hand for protection against the elements.  Over-molded 
hard knuckle protector offers class-leading protection against 
impact and abrasion.  Rubber thumb and palm reinforcement 
gives extra grip on the controls while offering great seam 
reinforcement and durability.  EVA padding reinforcements 
on knuckle, outer hand and palm provides strategic abrasion 

resistance and improved fit.  Alpinestars’ race-derived and 
patented third and fourth finger bridge prevents finger roll 
and separation during impact.  Touch-screen compatible 
fingertip for use with smartphones/tablets/GPS systems.  
Pre-curved glove construction improves comfort and prevents 
hand muscle fatigue on longer journeys.  Wide Velcro  cuff 
closure for easy entry and extend coverage. Cuff is designed to 
close over sleeve jacket to hermetically seal out the elements. 
Closure includes second wrist fastener to securely and safely 
keep glove in position.  Reflective detailing improves rider’s 
visibility in poor light.  Soft, insulated velour lining.

SIZES: S ! 3XL

352 5616 10
BLACK

£74.99
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SANTIAGO DRYSTAR® GLOVE
// ALL WEATHER RIDING

Constructed using Alpinestars’ DR STAR  PERFORMANCE 
material technology, which incorporates a sealed and bonded 
triple layer construction to offer: Reduced material chassis 
which promotes high levels of comfort, tactility and sensitivity 
on the bike’s controls  High levels of durability and interior 
material integrity  Excellent windproofing performance  Glove 
incorporates Alpinestars’ exclusive 100 per cent waterproof 
and breathable DR STAR  membrane  Constructed from 
durable Clarino palm and thumb for excellent levels of durability 
and abrasion-resistance  Synthetic suede reinforcement on 
palm and outer hand provide abrasion resistance in key impact 

zones  Over-molded, advanced polymer knuckle protection 
provides excellent levels of impact and abrasion-resistance 
 EVA foam padding on fingers and outer-hand for excellent 

comfort and fit  Extended gauntlet wrist construction for 
maximum coverage and weather protection  Reflective 
detailing on thumb and wrist improves visibility of rider in poor 
light conditions  Velcro  cuff closure for a comfortable and 
secure fit  Elasticated wrist cuff ensure safe and close-fitting fit 
 Smartphone compatible finger-tip on index finger for use with 

GPS systems, tablets or smartphones

SIZES: S ! 2XL

352 8715 10
BLACK

£69.99
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SR-3 DRYSTAR® GLOVE
// TOURING

Durable and flexible poly-fabric and synthetic leather chassis 
for optimised levels of comfort and performance.  Alpinestars’ 
waterproof DR STAR  membrane keeps your hands 
comfortable and dry in the harshest conditions.  Integrated 
Thinsulate  thermal insulation (100g) on the top hand for 
protection against the elements.  Rubber thumb and palm 
reinforcement gives extra grip on the controls while offering 

great seam reinforcement and durability.  EVA padding 
reinforcements on knuckle, outer hand and palm provides 
strategic abrasion resistance and improved fit.  Pre-curved 
finger construction and thumb gusset for a comfortable grip. 
 Long glove gauntlet with wide Velcro  cuff closure for easy 

entry and extend coverage.

SIZES: S ! 3XL

352 6016 10
BLACK

£44.99
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STELLA SP-1 GLOVE
// WOMEN'S RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING

 Women specific fit  Fully constructed from supple and 
durable full-grain leather.  Strong and supple goat leather 
used for the palm and finger construction for superior durability
 Ergonomically profiled carbon fiber knuckle provides 

exceptional impact and abrasion protection.  Patented 3rd/4th 
finger bridge prevents excessive finger roll and separation 
during impacts.  Palm and outer edge of hand reinforced with 
suede and leather  Innovative palm rubber patches extremely 
durable from abrasion.  Injected TPU palm and finger sliders 
for superior impact and abrasion resistance.  Touch screen 

compatible fingertip on index finger for use of touch screen 
devices.  Accordion flex inserts on fingers and outer thumb. 
 Vented back hand TPR for climate control.  Strategically 

positioned ventilation perforations on finger sidewalls.  Leather 
reinforcements cover finger and sidewalls for durability.  
Thumb, fingers, top of hand and wrist are reinforced with 4mm 
perforated foam padding.  Gauntlet-stylecuff includes TPR 
Astars logo and secure, adjustable dual Velcro  closure.  
Pre-curved finger design reduces fatigue.

NEW

SIZES: XS ! L

351 8115 1239
BLACK WHITE FUCHSIA

£129.99
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C10 DRYSTAR® GLOVE
// ALL WEATHER RIDING

Hydrophobic textile upper construction is lightweight and 
durable.  Single layer, soft Goatskin palm construction 
provides abrasion resistance where it is needed the most. 
 DR STAR  membrane insert is both waterproof and 

breathable, keeping the hands dry and comfortable.  Over-
molded hard PU knuckle affords excellent impact protection.  

Additional protection provided by 4mm EVA foam padding on 
top of the hand and fingers.  Pre-curved finger construction 
reduces fatigue while riding.  Accordion stretch inserts 
on fingers improves fit and comfort.  Thinsulate  thermal 
insulation keeps hands warm.

352 7016 10
BLACK

SIZES: S ! 3XL

£64.99
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STELLA SP-2 GLOVE
// WOMEN'S PERFORMANCE RIDING

Women specific sport riding glove.  Full-grain leather 
construction.  Leather with Synthetic suede palm 
reinforcements for improved grip and protection.  Carbon 
fiber knuckle protection with split knuckle construction for flex 

comfort.  Rubber pad inserts to protect palm from abrasion.  
Velcro cuff closure with TPR logo on upper wrist.  TPR logos 
and details with printed logo.

351 8212 12
BLACK WHITE

£109.99
SIZES: XS ! L
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STELLA SPX AIR CARBON 
GLOVE // WOMEN'S SPORT RIDING

Specifically designed and developed for an optimised women’s 
fit.  Constructed from supple and durable full-grain leather 
main shell with 3D mesh top hand for optimised levels of 
comfort, durability and airflow.  Innovative carbon compound 
and injected TPR knuckle protector offers excellent levels of 
protection and is ergonomically optimised for performance fit.  
Innovative carbon compound and injected TPR sliders on palm 
and fingers for protection and abrasion resistance in critical 
impact areas.  Energy absorbing EVA foam on fingers, palm, 
thumb, top hand and wrist area for additional protection as well 
as aiding optimised fit. Outer hand and landing area reinforced 
with padding, leather and extra stitching to give durability and 

tear resistance.  Newly developed, innovative stretch insert 
between palm and thumb provides enhanced flexibility to aid 
and control.  Velcro  cuff closure with TPR puller for safe 
and secure closure.  Third and fourth finger bridge prevents 
protector rolling around finger in the event of a slide.  Stretch 
accordion leather inserts on first and second finger, plus Lycra  
insert on third finger allows excellent flexibility on the controls 
and freedom of hand movement.  Touchscreen compatible 
index finger tip for use with GPS /smartphones.  Pre-curved 
finger construction reduces rider fatigue.  Printed logos and 
TPR detailing.

351 7316 10
BLACK

351 7316 1239
BLACK WHITE FUCHSIA

SIZES: XS ! XL

£89.99
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STELLA SP-8 V2  GLOVE 
// WOMEN'S SPORT RIDING

 Multi material constructed With goat leather and 
high performance PU leather with strategically placed 
perforated leather  Ergonomic-engineered synthetic suede 
reinforcements on the palm and outer hand landing zones 
provide maximum abrasion resistance in key impact zones 
 Ergonomic stretch insert on palm  Pre-curved finger 

construction reduces rider fatigue  Race proven injected TPU 
knuckle protection system to absorb and dissipate impact  
Palm, fingers and backhand padded with energy absorbing 

E.V.A foam for additional protection  Velcro  Wrist adjuster 
and wide Velcro  strapon the cuff provide a secure and 
adjusted closure  Touchscreen compatible index fingertip 
and thumb allow the use of smartphone and GPS systems  
Printed and embroidered logos  Alpinestars  patented third 
and fourth finger bridge prevents finger roll separation in the 
event of a slide

NEW

SIZES: XS ! XL

351 8317 111
BLACK DARK GREY

351 8317 12
BLACK WHITE

351 8317 1239
BLACK WHITE FUCHSIA

£69.99
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STELLA EQUINOX GORE-TEX® 
GLOVE // WOMEN'S ALL WEATHER RIDING

Superb dexterity, grip and sensitivity of bike controls afforded 
by X-TRAFIT ’s sealed triple layer construction for a highly 
reduced material construction.   Over molded, advanced PU 
knuckle protection covered by leather for abrasion resistance 
and durability. The knuckle protector is backed by EVA memory 
foam for comfort and fit.  Alpinestars patented third and fourth 
finger-bridge prevents contortion and separation of the fingers 
in the event of impact slide.  Advanced poly-fiber gusset 

inserts on first two fingers for increased manoeuverability and 
fit.  Full leather palm with synthetic suede reinforcements on 
palm, fingers, thumb and heel of hand.  EVA foam padding on 
palm, fingers, thumb and wrist.  Velcro  cuff closure system 
ensures fully adjustable, weather-tight closure.  Reflective 
detailing improves rider visibility.  Convenient visor wipe to 
easily clean away grime.

SIZES: XS ! L

353 4514 10
BLACK

£109.99
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STELLA SMX-2 AIR CARBON V2 
GLOVE // PERFORMANCE RIDING

 Constructed from durable goat leather associated with 
3D mesh top hand which provide an optimised airflow  
Reinforcements on palm and thumb provides superior grip 
 Multi panel leather palm and fourcettes construction  

Ergonomic stretch insert on palm  Reinforced outer hand 
with paddings on landing zones provide maximum abrasion 
resistance  Molded carbon knuckle protector provides 
impact and abrasion protection  Thumb padded with energy 

absorbing E.V.A foam for additional protection  TPR fingers 
slider for superior impact and abrasion resistance  TPR puller 
with velcro  wrist on cuff provide a secure closure  Finger tips 
suede reinforcement  Touch screen compatible index finger tip
 Printed and TPR logos  Pre-curved finger construction 

reduces rider fatigue

NEW

SIZES: XS ! XL

351 7717 10
BLACK

351 7717 12
BLACK WHITE

351 7717 1239
BLACK WHITE FUCHSIA

£69.99
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STELLA SMX-1 AIR GLOVE 
// WOMEN'S ROAD RIDING

Specifically developed and designed for an optimised women’s 
performance fit.  Constructed with a durable goat leather 
chassis and strategically positioned 3D mesh inserts on the 
top hand surface for an optimised level of comfort, durability 
and internal airflow.  Thumb and palm reinforcement offers 
excellent grip on the controls while giving greater seam 
protection and durability.  Newly developed, innovative stretch 
insert between palm and thumb provides excellent fit on the 
control and range of movement.  Suede reinforcements on 
the outer hand are backed with foam padding for abrasion 
resistance.  Molded hard knuckle protection constructed from 

nylon compound for high levels of protection, strength, weight-
saving and durability.  Palm, outer thumb and backhand 
are padded with energy-absorbing EVA foam for abrasion 
resistance and impacts.  Sonic welded TPR finger sliders for 
impact and abrasion resistance.  Velcro  cuff closure with 
TPR puller for safe and secure closure.  Suede reinforced 
fingertips for sensitivity and control.  Stretch mesh fourchettes 
for fit, flexibility and airflow.  Touchscreen compatible fingertip 
for use with GPS smartphone devices.  Pre-curved finger 
construction for fit and reduction in rider fatigue.

359 0516 10
BLACK

359 0516 1239
BLACK

SIZES: XS ! XL

£59.99
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STELLA BAIKA GLOVE
// WOMEN'S PERFORMANCE RIDING

Developed and designed specifically for an optimised women’s 
performance fit.  Constructed from supple and full-grain 
leather for excellent levels of comfort, abrasion resistance and 
durability.  Strategically placed perforated leather panels, 3D 
mesh inserts and ventilated fourchettes provide an optimised 
airflow.  Ergonomically profiled synthetic suede reinforcements 
on the palm and outer hand landing zones provide optimal 
abrasion resistance in key impact zones.  Alpinestars’ 
exclusive ergonomic stretch insert between palm and thumb 
offers improved range of hand movement while giving greater 
sensitivity on the bike controls.  Pre-curved finger construction 

reduces rider fatigue while offering excellent comfort and 
fit.  Injected polymer knuckle protector covered by leather 
to absorb and dissipate impact.  Fingers, thumb, wrist and 
outer hand landing zones are padded with energy absorbing 
EVA foam for additional protection.  Wide Velcro  strap on 
the cuff provides a secure and adjusted closure.  Leather 
stretch accordions on fingers and thumb for superior fit and 
flexibility.  Touchscreen compatible index fingertip and thumb 
allow the use of smartphone and GPS systems.  TPR details 
and printed logo detailing.
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STELLA WR-V GORE-TEX® 
GLOVE // WOMEN'S ALL WEATHER RIDING

Developed especially for a fully optimised women’s touring 
fit.  Durable 450 denier poly-textile upper with leather palm 
for optimised levels of abrasion resistance and comfort.  
GORE-TEX  membrane lining is breathable and waterproof, 
keeping the hands dry and comfortable in all conditions.  
Incorporated Primaloft  thermal insulation, 60g on the top 
hand for protection against the elements.  TPR thumb and 
palm reinforcement gives extra grip on the controls while 
offering great seam reinforcement and durability.  EVA padding 
reinforcements on knuckle, outer hand and palm provides 
strategic abrasion resistance and improved fit.  Alpinestars’ 

race-derived and patented third and fourth finger bridge 
prevents finger roll and separation during impact.  Touch-
screen compatible fingertip for use with smartphones/tablets/
GPS systems.  Pre-curved glove construction improves 
comfort and prevents hand muscle fatigue on longer journeys.  
Wide Velcro  cuff closure for easy entry and extend coverage. 
Cuff is designed to close over sleeve jacket to hermetically seal 
out the elements. Closure includes second wrist fastener to 
securely and safely keep glove in position.  Reflective detailing 
improves rider’s visibility in poor light.

SIZES: XS ! XL

353 4516 10
BLACK

SIZES: XS ! L

351 8916 10
BLACK

351 8916 1039
BLACK FUCHSIA

£99.99

£79.99
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STELLA M56 DRYSTAR® 
GLOVE // WOMEN'S ALL WEATHER RIDING

3536417 10
BLACK

 Full premium leather, multi-panel construction  100% 
waterproof DR STAR membrane  PrimaLoft thermal insulation 
(80g) on the top of the hand  Pre-curved glove construction 
improves comfort and prevents muscle fatigue  Over-moulded 
hard copolymer knuckle protector offering excellent levels of 
protection  Rubber reinforcement on thumb and palm for 
extra grip and seam durability  EVA padding reinforcement on 
outer hand, thumb, finger tops and palm heel  Alpinestars  

patented third and fourth finger bridge preventing finger roll 
and separation  Accordion stretch inserts on first two fingers 
for greater freedom of movement  Touch-screen compatible 
fingertip for use with smartphones, tablets and GPS  Wide 
Velcro cuff closure for easy entry and extend coverage over 
jacket sleeve  Wrist fastener to keep glove secure and in 
position  Reflective detailing for improved visibility  TPR visor 
wipe on thumb for easy visor cleaning

SIZES: XS ! XL

£109.99
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STELLA SR-3 GLOVE
// CATEGORY

Durable and flexible poly-fabric and synthetic leather chassis 
for optimised levels of comfort and performance.  Alpinestars’ 
waterproof DR STAR  membrane keeps your hands 
comfortable and dry in the harshest conditions.  Integrated 
Thinsulate  thermal insulation (100g) on the top hand for 
protection against the elements.  Rubber thumb and palm 
reinforcement gives extra grip on the controls while offering 

great seam reinforcement and durability.  EVA padding 
reinforcements on knuckle, outer hand and palm provides 
strategic abrasion resistance and improved fit.  Pre-curved 
finger construction and thumb gusset for a comfortable grip. 
 Long glove gauntlet with wide Velcro  cuff closure for easy 

entry and extend coverage.

SIZES: XS ! XL

353 6016 10
BLACK

£44.99
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STELLA C1 WINDSTOPPER 
GLOVE // WOMEN'S PERFORMANCE RIDING

Lightweight, windproof, and water resistant city riding glove 
constructed from a GORE-TEX  Windstopper  main shell 
for effective insulation.  Incorporates full-grain leather palm 
reinforcements on palm and thumb.  Over-molded hard 
knuckle protection provides excellent and abrasion and impact 

resistance; the protector is subtly incorporated under main shell 
for styling.  Knitted wrist cuff for comfort, snug fit and flexibility. 
 Touch-screen compatible fingertip on index finger for use with 

GPS systems of smartphones.  Textile puller located on cuff 
for easy on and off.

SIZES: XS ! XL

353 0016 10
BLACK

£69.99
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GP PLUS 1 PIECE LEATHER SUIT
// RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING

Highly abrasion resistant construction using premium, 1.3mm 
full-grain leather for excellent comfort, fit and durability.  
Alpinestars race-derived, external Dynamic Friction Shield (DFS) 
protectors in the knees and shoulders feature injectionmolded 
shells and dual density foam padding.  Removable, internal 
CE-certified protectors offer superior impact protection to 
shoulders, elbows and knees.  Snap connection system 
allows integration of CE level 2-certified Nucleon KR-R 
Back Protector for the ultimate in protection.  Chest pad 
compartments with PE padding (Alpinestars’ Nucleon chest 
protection available as accessory upgrade).  Replaceable 
Alpinestars PU knee sliders incorporate Velcro  for customised 
and secure fitment and developed for the ultimate feel and 
sensitivity on track.  Advanced poly-textile accordion stretch 
panels in key articulation areas on the back and elbows for 
excellent racing fit.  Extensive advanced poly-fabric stretch 
panels on crotch, underarms, calf and back of the knees for 

range of movement.  Integrated PE comfort padding on 
the chest, torso, coccyx and back further enhances fit and 
comfort while riding.  High-density perforations on chest, arm 
and legs offer airflow and help regulate body temperature.  
Sleeve and ankle comfort cuff edging for breathability; cuffs 
incorporate zip closures for secure and customizable fit.  Soft, 
3D mesh and leather collar construction for excellent levels of 
breathability and comfort.  Moto GP profile, perforated, back 
hump for improved aerodynamic and ventilation performance. 
 Alpinestars-developed accordion leather back panel and 

knee inserts for superior comfort in riding position.  Full lining 
incorporates 3D mesh and stretch inserts.  Zippered rear 
calf expansion gusset improves range of fit comfort.  Rear 
reflective detailing for improved rider visibility.  Premium KK 
fasteners and semi-auto locking zips used throughout garment. 
 Internal water-resistant wallet/document pocket.

SIZES: 44 ! 60  / 44! 64 BLACK WHITE RED

315 0516 1236
BLACK WHITE RED FLUO

315 0516 125
BLACK WHITE FLUO

315 6515 123
BLACK WHITE RED

£899.99

RIDERWEAR
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ATEM 1 PIECE LEATHER SUIT
// RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING

The Atem Leather Suit is a fully CE-certified garment. 
Certification includes all materials, construction and protectors, 
which have been independently tested and assessed to 
meet the EN 13595  1 standard performance requirements 
 Extremely durable 1.3 mm leather construction with flexible 

leather aramidic stretch panels on chest, back, crotch and 
knees for contoured fit and comfort  MotoGP-profiled, 
aerodynamic back-hump is ventilated and improves suit 
cooling performance  Strategically placed perforated 
panels on upper and lower body for improved ventilation  
Alpinestars exclusive Dynamic Friction Shield (DFS) external 
shoulder and knee protectors, tested in MotoGP and WSBK 

 Chest pad compartments with advanced poly-foam padding 
(Alpinestars Bionic chest pads available as accessory upgrade) 
 Removable CE-certified protectors offer superior impact 

protection to shoulders, elbows, knees, tibia and shins  
Multiple snap-button system for integration of Alpinestars 
CE-certified Bionic Back protector, which is available as an 
accessory  Neoprene-edged collar and cuffs prevents chafing 
and improves comfort  Inner arm and leg cuff adjustments 
include Kevlar for durability and improved safety performance  
Multiple, external, perforated leather panels with foam protector 
inserts  Removable multi-panel lining and 3D mesh inserts to 
improve comfort and ventilation.

SIZES: 48 ! 60

315 6515 12
BLACK WHITE

315 6515 125
BLACK WHITE YELLOW

£1099.99
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GP PRO 2 PIECE LEATHER SUIT 
// RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING

Highly abrasion resistant main construction using premium, 
1.3mm full-grain leather for excellent comfort, fit and durability.  
 Alpinestars race-derived, external Dynamic Friction Shield 

(DFS) protectors in the shoulders and knees/shins feature 
injection-molded profiles and dual density foam padding.  
Removable, internal CE-certified protectors offer superior 
impact protection to shoulders, elbows and knees.  Snap 
connection system allows integration of CE level 2-certified 
Nucleon KR-R Back Protector for the ultimate protection.  
Chest and hip pad compartments with PE padding (Alpinestars 
Nucleon chest pads available as accessory upgrade).  
Replaceable Alpinestars PU Sport knee sliders incorporate 
Velcro  for customised and secure fitment. A specific polymer 
compound ensures excellent feel on track.  Advanced poly-
textile accordion stretch inserts in key articulation zones on the 
back and elbows for excellent racing fit.  Extensive advanced 
poly-textile stretch panels on crotch, underarms, calf and back 
of the knees for range of movement.  Integrated PE comfort 

padding on the chest, torso, coccyx and back further enhances 
fit and comfort while riding.  High-density perforations 
on chest, arm and leg offer airflow and help regulate body 
temperature.  Airprene sleeve and ankle cuff edging for 
breathability; cuffs incorporate zip and Velcro  closures for 
secure and customizable fit.  Zippered ventilation air-intakes 
on chest offer personalised levels of airflow.  Moto GP 
profiled, perforated, back hump for improved aerodynamic and 
ventilation performance.  Alpinestars-developed accordion 
leather back panel and knee inserts for superior comfort in 
riding position.  Zippered rear calf expansion gusset improves 
range of fit and comfort.  Reflective detailing for improved 
rider visibility.  Premium KK fasteners and semi-auto locking 
zips used throughout garment.  Full circumference waist 
connection zipper to securely fasten upper and lower garments 
together.  Extended lower back profile for increased lumbar 
coverage. Internal water-resistant wallet pocket, plus zippered 
jacket pockets for peace-of-mind closure.

SIZES: 44 ! 60

316 5016 123
BLACK WHITE RED

316 5016 13
BLACK RED

£849.99
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MOTEGI 2 PIECE V2 
LEATHER SUIT // RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING

 1.3 mm genuine cow leather  Full circumference connection 
zipper to securely fasten jacket and pants  CE certified 
Alpinestars protectors: shoulders, elbow, knee  GP PLASMA 
- DSF external dual density TPU sliders: shoulder  Large 
accordion stretch panels helps movement and comfort on 
the bike  Stretch panels on sleeves, crotch and chest further 
improve fit and feel  Ergonomic back hump, sculpted for 
better airflow and performance at high speed  Pre-curved 
sleeves and legs construction  Integrated padding increases 

comfort and protection  Chest and back pad compartments 
with PE padding (Alpinestars Nucleon chest pads available as 
accessory upgrade)  Direct print graphic details  Multi layer 
knee construction  Fixed mesh inner liner  Calf expansion 
gusset  Inner waist Velcro  adjuster  Inner waterproof  wallet  
pocket  Multiple snap button system to integrate the Level 2 
CE certified Alpinestars Nucleon Back protector  3D  textured 
fabric comfort collar construction

NEW

SIZES: 46 ! 60  / 46 ! 64 BLACK WHITE RED

316 1017 132
BLACK RED WHITE

316 1017 140
BLACK ANTHRACITE 
WHITE
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MOTEGI 1 PIECE V2 
LEATHER SUIT // RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING

 1.3 mm genuinecow leather  CE certified Alpinestars 
protectors: shoulders, elbow, knee  GP PLASMA - OSF 
external dual density TPU sliders: shoulder  Large accordion 
stretch panels helps movement and comfort on the bike  
Stretch panels on sleeves. crotch and chest further improve fit 
and heel  Ergonomic back hump. sculpted (or better airflow 
and performance at high speed  Pre-curved sleeves and legs 
construction  High density perforation zones throughout the 
suit  Integrated padding increase comfort and protection 

 Chest and back pad compartments with PE padding 
(Alpinestars Nucleon chest pads available as accessory 
upgrade)  Direct print graphic details  Multi layer knee 
construction  Removable mesh inner lining  Calf expansion 
gusset  Inner watgproof wallet pocket  Multiple snap button 
system to integrate the Level 2 CE certified Alpinestors Nucleon 
Back protector  3D textured fabric comfort collar construction

NEW

SIZES: 46 ! 60  / 44 ! 60 BLACK WHITE RED FLUO

315 1017 132
BLACK RED WHITE

315 1017 1231
BLACK WHITE RED

315 1017 1253
BLACK WHITE RED FLUO 

£749.99

£749.99

316 1017 123
BLACK WHITE RED
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CHALLENGER 2 PIECE V2 
LEATHER SUIT // RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING

 1.3 mm genuine cow leather  Full circumference connection 
zipper to securely fasten jacket and pants  CE certified 
Alpinestars protectors: shoulders, elbow, knee  GP LITE 
- DSF external dual density TPU sliders: shoulder  Large 
accordion stretch panels helps movement and comfort on 
the bike  Stretch panels on sleeves, crotch and chest further 
improve fit and feel  Ergonomic back hump, sculpted for 
better airflow and performance at high speed  Pre-curved 
sleeves and legs construction  Integrated padding increase 

comfort and protection  Chest and back pad compartments 
with PE padding (Alpinestars Nucleon chest pads available as 
accessory upgrade)  Direct print graphic details on chest  
Multi layer knee construction  Fixed mesh inner liner  Calf 
expansion gusset  Inner waist Velcro  adjuster  Inner 
waterproof wallet pocket  Multiple snap button system to 
integrate the Level 2 CE certified Alpinestars Nucleon Back 
protector  30 textured fabric comfort collar construction

NEW

SIZES: 48 ! 64
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STELLA MOTEGI 1 PIECE V2 
LEATHER SUIT // WOMEN'SRACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING

 1.3 mm genuine cow leather  CE certified Alpinestars 
protectors: shoulders, elbow, knee  GP PLASMA - OSF 
external dual density TPU sliders: shoulder  Large accordion 
stretch panels helps movement and comfort on the bike  
Stretch panels on sleeves, crotch and chest further improve fit 
and feel  Ergonomic back hump, sculpted for better airflow 
and performance at high speed  Pre-curved sleeves and legs 
construction  High density perforation zones throughout the 
suit  Integrated padding increase comfort and protection 
 Back pad compartments with Pt padding (Alpinestars 

Nucleon back pads available as accessory upgrade)  Chest 
pad compartments (Alpinestars Nucleon chest pads available 
as accessory upgrade)  Direct print graphic details  Multi 
layer knee construction  Removable mesh inner liner  Calf 
expansion gusset  Inner waterproof wallet pocket  Multiple 
snap button system to integrate the Level 2 CE certified 
Alpinestars  Nucleon Back protector  3D textured fabric 
comfort collar construction

NEW

SIZES: 38 ! 50

318 1017 1239
BLACK WHITE FUCHSIA

318 1017 1231
BLACK WHITE RED

316 0617 10
BLACK
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CHALLENGER 1 PIECE V2 
LEATHER SUIT // RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING

NEW

 1.3 mm genuine cow leather  CE certified Alpinestars 
protectors: shoulders, elbow, knee  GP LITE - DSF external 
dual density TPU sliders: shoulder  Large accordion stretch 
panels helps movement and comfort on the bike  Stretch 
panels on sleeves. crotch and chest further improve fit and heel
 Ergonomic back hump, sculpted for better airflow and 

performance at high speed  Pre-curved sleeves and legs 
construction  High density perforation zones throughout the 
suit  Integrated padding increase comfort and protection 

 Chest and back pad compartments with PE padding 
(Alpinestars Nucleon chest pads available as accessory 
upgrade)  Direct print graphic details on chest  Multi layer 
knee construction  FixEd mesh inner liner  Calf expansion 
gusset  Inner waterproof wallet pocket  Multiple snap button 
system to integrate the Level 2 CE certified Alpinestars Nucleon 
Back protector  3D textured fabric comfort collar construction

SIZES: 48 ! 60

£699.99

£699.99

£749.99

315 0617 10
BLACK

315 0617 12
BLACK WHITE
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ATEM LEATHER JACKET
// PERFORMANCE RIDING

CE certified riding garment. acket conforms fully to the CE 
standard: EN 13595 Level 1 for riding safety  CE certified 
shoulder and elbow protectors  1.3 mm high-grade leather 
construction with re-enforcements in critical impact zones  
Aramidic stretch Chest insert further improving fit and feel  
Cuff adjustment improves range of fit and comfort  Critical 
displacement perforated panels on upper and lower body 
for improved ventilation  External Alpinestars exclusive 
Dynamic Friction Shield (DFS) technology shoulder and knee 
protectors, race proven in MotoGP and WSBK  MotoGP 
profile, perforated, aero hump on upper back for improved 
aerodynamic performance and ventilation  Multiple, external, 

perforated leather panels with foam protector inserts  Large 
accordion stretch panels help movement and comfort on 
the bike  Aramidic stretch panels on sleeve areas to further 
improve fit and feel  Multi panel liner construction and 3D 
mesh inserts to improve comfort and ventilation  D-ring waist 
adjustment for precision fitting  Removable security strap, 
keeps the jacket positioned in case of an accident (feet first 
slide)  Chest pad compartments with PE padding (Alpinestars 
Bionic chest pads available as accessory upgrade)  Multiple 
snap button system for integration of the Level 2 CE certified 
Alpinestars Bionic Back protector  Neoprene comfort edge 
around collar

SIZES: 48 ! 60

316 6515 10
BLACK WHITE

316 6515 123
BLACK WHITE RED

£549.99
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JAWS LEATHER JACKET
// ALL!WEATHER SPORT RIDING

 Durable 1.2mm / 1.4mm leather outer construction  
Perforated panels for maximum ventilation  Removable 
thermal liner for temperature versatility  2 zippered air 
intake vents on upper chest  2 zippered hand pockets for 
added security  Inner waterproof wallet pocket  Microfiber 
comfort edge on collar and cuffs  Embroidered logos                                                      
 Removable CE-certified Bio-Armor shoulders and elbow 

protectors  Chest and back pad compartments with PE 
padding (Alpinestars Nucleon chest and back protector 
available as accessory upgrade)  Reflective detailing on sleeve 

and back to improve rider visibility  Strategically placed poly-
fabric stretch panels helps movement and comfort on the bike
 Pre-curved sleeve construction  Elbow and rear accordions 

for increased comfort in riding position  Multi panel liner 
construction for improved comfort  Soft collar construction 
with snap button volume adjuster for an optimised comfort 
 Velcro  and D-Ring waist adjustment for improved riding 

fit  Velcro  wrist adjustment for improved riding fit  Waist 
connection zipper allows attachment to Alpinestars riding pants

NEW

SIZES: 46 ! 60

310 1016 10
BLACK

310 1016 12
BLACK WHITE

310 1016 123
BLACK WHITE RED

£429.99
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GP PLUS R V2 LEATHER JACKET 
// SPORT RIDING

 1.3 mm genuine cow leather  Removable CE-certified 
shoulders and elbow protectors  Chest pad compartments 
with PE padding (Alpinestars Nucleon chest pads available as 
accessory upgrade)  GP LITE- OSF external dual density TPU
sliders: shoulder  Large accordion stretch  panels helps 
movement and comfort on the bike  Stretch panels on sleeves 
and chest further improve fit and feel  Multiple snap button 
system to integrate the Level 2 CE certified Alpinestars Nucleon
Back protector  Pre-curved sleeves construction  Multi 

panels liner construction  Soft collar construction  Reflective 
details  Velcro  waist adjustment for improved riding fit 
 Airprene comfort edge on collar and cuffs  3D textured 

fabric comfort collar construction  2 zippered chest air intake 
vents  2 zippered hand pocket  Inner waterproof wallet 
pocket  Embroidered logos  Waist connection zipper allows 
attachment to Alpinestars riding pants

NEW

310 0517 10
BLACK

310 0517 12
BLACK WHITE

310 0517 125
BLACK WHITE FLUO

SIZES: 46 ! 60

£399.99
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BRERA LEATHER JACKET
// ROAD RIDING / LIFESTYLE

Full grain leather main shell construction with a natural finish for 
abrasion resistance, durability as well as a soft, luxurious feel. 
 Slim-fitting, CE certified and removable Bio Armor shoulder 

and elbow protectors for optimised levels of protection.  Back 
protector pocket with comfort padding can be upgraded with 
Alpinestars Nucleon back protector to provide the ultimate 
in protection.  Pre-curved sleeve construction with elbow 

gusset to promote comfort and range of movement in the 
riding position.  Zipper and snap sleeve cuff closure and 
adjustment for personalised fit and security.  Zippered rear 
back and shoulder gussets for comfort and fit.  Zippered hand 
pockets for peace-of-mind closure.  Interior wallet/document 
compartment pocket.  Embossed shoulder detailing.

310 7016 10
BLACK

SIZES: 46 ! 60

£399.99
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ARES GORE-TEX®
TEXTILE JACKET // ALL!WEATHER / ADVENTURE

 Multi-material, multi-panel main shell construction for optimal 
levels of durability, protection and weight.  Ultra-lightweight 
GORE-TEX  membrane lining to keep rider comfortable and 
dry in wet weather conditions.  Poly-textile stretch panels on 
back and elbows for fit and freedom of movement on the bike.
 Zippered air vents on chest and back provide excellent 

airflow when jacket is closed.  Zippered front chest pockets, 
with waterproof forearm pockets and interior document 
compartment, for safe, peace-of-mind storage for valuables. 
 Removable thermal vest (100g, body; 80g, arms) features 

comfort edge and Velcro -securing internal pockets.  Multiple 

fit and volume adjustment allows a tailored fit around the arm 
and helps keep protectors in position and close to the body. 
Velcro cuff closures aid fit.  Twin slider KK zipper opens from 
the top or bottom for versatility.  Internal waist connection 
zipper for attachment to riding pants  Loop collar closure 
with micro fleece comfort edging.  Impact protection provided 
by lightweight, removable CE certified elbow and shoulder 
protectors.  Chest and back pad compartments with PE 
protective padding (Alpinestars’ CE certified Nucleon back and 
chest protectors available as accessory upgrade).  Reflective 
detailing on sleeves and back improves rider visibility

NEW

360 6017 10
BLACK

360 6017 131
BLACK GREY RED

360 6017 175
BLACK GREY FLUO

SIZES: S ! 4XL

£399.99
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YOKOHAMA DRYSTAR® 
TEXTILE JACKET // ALL WEATHER / ADVENTURE TOURING

 Multi-material, laminated poly-textile chassis construction 
for superior levels of abrasion and tear resistance and 
weather performance.  Ventilation system features large 
zippered air intakes on chest and arms, with air exhausts 
on the back for cooling performance which can be adapted 
according to climate.  Front, deep waterproof pockets 
provide safe and secure storage. Pockets incorporate seal 
closing waterproof zips and zip garages for peace-of-mind 
closure, plus internal waterproof wallet/document pocket. 
 Removable long sleeve thermal liner means jacket can be 

worn in colder climates. Liner jacket includes mesh collar for 

comfort.  High collar construction with soft textile finish and 
3D mesh interior for excellent comfort and weather protection 
for the neck.  Removable CE-certified shoulder and elbow 
protectors for superb impact protection.  Chest and back 
pad compartments with PE padding (Alpinestars’ Nucleon 
chest and back protectors available as accessory upgrade).  
Multiple fit and volume adjusters on sleeves, waist and sleeves 
provide personalised fit and help keep protection in place.  
Internal waist connection zipper for attachment to riding pants.
 Reflective detailing on front, back and sleeves improves rider 

visibility.  Graphic detailing on front, sleeves and back.

NEW

320 6017 10
BLACK

320 6017 995
GREY FLUO

320 6017 1018
GREY BLACK RED

SIZES: S ! 4XL

£369.99
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ENFORCE DRYSTAR® 
TEXTILE JACKET // ALL WEATHER SPORT RIDING

Heavy duty 450 denier polyamide textile for increased 
abrasion resistance and durability .  Strategically positioned 
stretch panels on sleeves and waist for excellent flex fit and 
manoeuverability on the bike.  Full-length, 100% DR STAR  
waterproof lining for high levels of comfort and weather 
protection.  Removable long-sleeve thermal liner jacket with 
poly-fabric collar ensures versatility and comfort in cold and hot 
conditions. acket liner is sonic quilted for improved thermal 
performance.  Incorporates Alpinestars Climate Control 
System (CCS) with zippered air intakes on the upper torso 
for cooling performance.  External, dual density polymer, 
race-derived shoulder protection offers excellent abrasion 
resistance in critical impact zone.  Class-leading, CE-certified 

elbow and shoulder protectors for added impact protection.  
Chest and Back protector compartments with advanced poly-
foam comfort padding (Alpinestars protector inserts available 
as accessory upgrade).  Aggressive sport fit with pre-curved 
sleeves for improved comfort and performance in the riding 
position. Sleeves feature innovative volume adjusters to prevent 
excess material bunching and provide safe and personalised 
fit.  Extended and reinforced lower back for riding comfort.  
External hand pockets, plus internal pockets and waterproof 
wallet pocket; pockets are zipped for peace-of-mind closure. 
 Full circumference waist zipper to allow attachment of 

Alpinestars’ riding pants.

SIZES: S ! 4XL

320 8016 10
BLACK

£289.99
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VENCE DRYSTAR® 
TEXTILE JACKET // ALL WEATHER / ADVENTURE TOURING

 Multifabric shell construction  Waterproof and breathable 
drystar construction with waterproof lining  Long direct 
ventilation zippered opening strategically placed on chest for 
cooling performance  Front inner wp pockets  Removable 
thermal liner  Waist adjustment belt  Multiple fit and volume 
adjusters  Accordion stretch inserts on elbows  Alpinestars 

bio armour CE certified elbow and shoulder protectors  
Reflective detailing on front back and sleeves  Internal waist 
connection zipper for attachment  to riding pants  Chest 
padcompartments with pe padding (alpinestars nucleon chest 
pads available as accessory upgrade)  kk zippers

NEW

320 7317 10
BLACK

320 7317 155
FLUO

320 7317 9010
GREY BLACK RED

SIZES: S ! 4XL

£259.99
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VALPARAISO 2 TEXTILE JACKET
// ALL WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING

Multi-material main shell construction for durability, with 
abrasion and tear-resistant panels in critical impact areas with 
removable sleeves for riding in hot climates.  Removable 
and interchangeable waterproof and breathable DR STAR  
liner with taped seams to ensure waterproof performance.  
Removable long sleeve thermal liner means jacket can be worn 
in colder climates.  et Ventilation System ( VS) features large 
zippered air vents with open mesh gussets on torso and back, 
plus twoway zip vents on arms for cooling performance on 
long rides.  SAFET  FEATURES  Removable CE-certified 
Bio-Armor shoulder and elbow protection for superb impact 
protection.  Chest and back pad compartments with PE 
padding (Alpinestars’ Nucleon chest and back protectors 
available as accessory upgrade).  Anatomical, pre-curved 
sleeve design incorporates Velcro  volume control adjustment 
straps for improved  comfort, fine-tune adjustment of garment 
and to help keep elbow protections in place.  Increased 

reflective detailing and logos for increased rider visibility.  Fully 
compatible with Alpinestars’ Bionic Neck Support models.  
Collar construction incorporates comfort lining and features 
Velcro  and magnet closure system. Collar includes expansion 
gusset for increased neck coverage.  Accordion stretch inserts 
on elbows for improved fit while riding, plus waist adjustment 
belt for customised fit and secure closure.  Elongated rear 
profiling for comfort and protection in the riding position.  Pre-
curved, articulated sleeves with gusseted Velcro cuffs enhance 
fit and comfort in the riding position.  Highly water resistant 
external storage provided by waterproof zips and an internal 
waterproof wallet pocket.  Convenient storage options with 
two front cargo style pockets and large rear utility pocket.  
Premium KK zippers with twin sliders on front zipper, plus 
waist connection zipper for secure attachment to Alpinestars 
riding pants.

SIZES: S ! 4XL

320 4016 132
BLACK GREY RED

£349.99
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ANDES DRYSTAR® V2 
TEXTILE JACKET // ALL WEATHER / ADVENTURE TOURING

 Multi fabric shell construction with reinforcment panels on 
shoulders and elbows  PU injected reinforcement texture on 
elbow  Fixed waterproof Drystar liner   Removable thermal 
liner  Front inner WP pockets  Convenient storage options 
with 2 front cargo style pockets and large rear utility pocket  
Zippered chest packets  Waist adjustment belt  Multiple fit 
and volume adjusters  Accordion stretch inserts on elbows 

 Alpinestars CE certified elbow and shoulder protectors  
Reflective detailing on front back and sleeves  lnternal waist 
connection zipper for attachment to riding pants  Chest pad 
compartments with PE padding (Alpinestars Nucleon chest 
pads available as accessory upgrade)  Hook buckle collar 
flap hanger

NEW

320 7517 10
BLACK

320 7517 9219
GREY

320 7517 993
BLACK CAMO RED

320 7517 6083
MILITARY GREEN RED

320 7517 155
FLUO

SIZES: S ! 4XL

£199.99
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T-GPR WP 
TEXTILE JACKET // ROAD RIDING

Multi-material construction with an advanced poly-fabric 
textile main shell for excellent abrasion and tear resistance  
Outer shell is reinforced with PU for additional aqua-repellent 
performance  Polyamide stretch panels on chest, back and 
sleeves for improved performance fit  Back compartments 
supplied with replaceable poly-foam padding (CE-certified 
Bio-Armor back protector insert available as accessory) 
 Chest compartments come with replaceable poly-foam 

padding (Alpinestars Bionic chest pads available as accessory 
upgrade)  Removable CE-certified Bio Armor elbow and 
shoulder protectors  Full, removable long sleeve 80g 
thermal liner for climate control features inner zippered wallet 

pocket  Alpinestars Climate Control System (CCS) features 
zippered air-vents on shoulders and back to regulate internal 
temperature and promote airflow  Integrated, 3D mesh on 
collar and cuffs for excellent breathability  Pre-curved sleeves 
with accordion flex inserts on the elbows for improved comfort 
and performance fit  External and internal zippered pockets 
for peace-of-mind closure  Reflective detailing on back and 
arms for improved rider visibility  Internal waist connection 
zipper to allow attachment to Alpinestars riding pants  Cuff 
adjustment includes gusset, Velcro  and semi-auto locking 
zips for improved range of fit and comfort  Elongated rear 
profiling, plus combined D-ring and Velcro  waist adjustment.

320 5515 12
BLACK WHITE

320 5515 123
BLACK WHITE RED

320 5515 125
BLACK WHITE FLUO

SIZES: S ! 4XL

£229.99
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DUVAL DRYSTAR® 
TEXTILE JACKET // ALL WEATHER SPORT RIDING

 Multi-material main shell construction incorporating 
water-repellent and quick drying PU-coated outer shell with 
Alpinestars’ waterproof and breathable DR STAR  membrane 
for excellent performance in wet conditions.  Removable, 
thermal full body liner means jacket can be worn in a variety 
of weather conditions.  External front pockets on chest and 
sleeve, plus internal waterproof document compartment for 
peace-of-mind storage of valuables.  Long, direct ventilation 
zippered opening strategically placed under armpit for cooling 

performance.  D-ring waist adjustment ensures perfect and 
personalised fitting of jacket.  Collar and sleeve adjustments 
offer highly customizable fit.  Removable CE certified shoulder 
and elbow protectors for class-leading safety. Protectors are 
anatomically profiled to complement urban styling.  Chest and 
back compartments allow for upgrade of Nucleon protectors 
and a range of other Alpinestars’ protector inserts.  Reflective 
details for enhanced night-time visibility of rider.

SIZES: S ! 4XL

3208 117 10
BLACK

£249.99
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T-JAWS WP 
TEXTILE JACKET 
// ALL!WEATHER SPORT RIDING

 Poly fabric outer shell  Light weight 450D and 600D as 
reinforcement on critical areas  Removable thermal liner  
Sport collar with snap closure and comfort panel on the back 
 Pre-curved sleeve construction  Stretch accordion above 

elbows and behind shoulders  Stretch panels on sleeves and 
upper chest for ease of movement  VELCRO  brand waist 
and wrist closure adjustment  Zippered air intakes in shoulder 
area  Waterproof internal pocket  Integrated high visibility 

reflective graphics on sleeves and back to improve rider’s 
visibility in low light condition  Removable CE protectors on 
shoulders and elbows  Back protector pocket or adjustable 
VELCRO  brand and snap button system to integrate CE 
certified Alpinestars  Nucleon Back protector (sold separately)
 Chest pad pocket with PE comfort foam padding  Padding 

details on chest and upper back  Internal waist connection 
zipper for attachment to Alpinestars riding pants

NEW

320 1017 10
BLACK

320 1017 104
BLACK ANTHRACITE

320 1017 123
BLACK WHITE RED

320 1017 12
BLACK WHITE

320 1017 155
FLUO

SIZES: S ! 4XL

£199.99
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GUNNER TEXTILE JACKET 
// ALL!WEATHER SPORT RIDING

600D Fabric with PU coating and water repelling treatment 
(matches AST-1 pants and jacket)  Waterproof & breathable 
lining  Removable thermal lining for all season riding  CE 
protectors on elbows and shoulders  Chest and Back 
protector compartments with PE comfort padding (CE certified 
Bio Armor back protector insert available as accessory) 
 POL FABRIC comfort edge around neck and cuffs  2 

zipped front air intake vents to maximize ventilation.  Back 

air exhaust vent to control airflow  Sleeve volume adjusters 
on biceps for personalised fitting  Lower back extended and 
reinforced to protect lower back and kidneys in riding position 
 Pre-curved sleeves for increased comfort in riding position 
 Adjustable VELCRO  tightening with gusset on cuffs  

Adjustable VELCRO  tightening on waist for personalised 
fitting  2 External zipped hand pockets  Internal pockets  
wallet pocket

SIZES: S ! 4XL

320 6815 10
BLACK

320 6815 123
BLACK WHITE RED

320 6815 175
BLACK GREY FLUO

£189.99
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FASTBACK WP
TEXTILE JACKET // ALL!WEATHER SPORT RIDING

600 denier textile is reinforced with PU coating for increased 
abrasion resistance and durability  Full-length, 100% 
waterproof lining for high levels of comfort and weather 
protection  Removable long-sleeve thermal liner jacket with 
poly-fabric collar ensures jacket versatility and comfort in 
cold and hot conditions  Class-leading, CE-certified elbow 
and shoulder protectors for added impact protection  Chest 
and Back protector compartments with advanced poly-foam 
comfort padding (CE-certified Bio- Armor back protector insert 
available as accessory)  Soft poly-fabric comfort edge around 

collar  Velcro  cuff adjustment for improved riding fit  Velcro  
waistband and collar allows for highly personalised and secure 
fit in various riding positions  Extended and reinforced lower 
back for riding comfort  Pre-curved sleeves for improved 
comfort and performance in the riding position  External 
hand pockets, plus internal pockets and waterproof wallet 
pocket; pockets are zipped for peace-of-mind closure  Full 
circumference waist zipper to allow attachment of Alpinestars’ 
riding pants

320 0015 12
BLACK WHITE

SIZES: S ! 4XL

£169.99
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AST-1 AIR TEXTILE JACKET 
//SPORT RIDING

Constructed from hard wearing 600 Denier poly Fabric and 
incorporating extensive mesh panels strategically placed on 
the front, back and arms for optimum airflow performance 
Removable and adjustable CE certified Bio Armor protectors 
in the elbows and shoulders are lightweight, sleek and promote 
exceptional resistance against impacts  Chest and back 
pad compartments with PE comfort padding (Alpinestars 
CE certified Bio Armor back protector insert and Tech Chest 
Guards available as accessory upgrade)  Full mesh liner is 
highly breathable and incorporates Velcro  closing internal 
pockets and wallet pocket  Sleeves feature pre curved 

construction for increased comfort performance in riding 
position  Volume adjustment system on sleeves incorporates 
three Velcro  adjustments for highly personalised fit and to help 
maintain positioning of elbow protector  Elongated rear profile 
and Velcro  D-ring waist adjustment for added riding comfort 
and customisation  External hand pockets and zipped for a 
safe and secure closure  Reflective logos on chest, back and 
arms for added rider visibility  Internal waist connection zipper 
allows attachment to selected Alpinestars leather and textile 
pants  Microfiber comfort edge on collar and cuffs  KK  
auto locking zippers. 

SIZES: S ! 4XL

330 4016 10
BLACK

£139.99
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LUC AIR TEXTILE JACKET
//URBAN COMMUTING

Constructed from durable advanced 480 denier poly-textile 
that is double PU coated for durability, abrasion resistance 
and water resistance  Extensive, high abrasion-resistant 
mesh inserts strategically positioned for optimised cooling  
Lightweight, CE certified elbow and shoulder protectors grant 
the jacket a sleek fit yet provide class-leading impact protection 
 Chest and back pad compartments with PE foam padding 

(CE certified Nucleon chest back protector sold separately)  
External zippered pockets plus internal waterproof pocket for 
safe and convenient storage  Pre-curved sleeve construction 
for reduced fatigue and enhanced riding comfort  Snap-button 
waist and collar adjusters  Integrated soft textile lining on collar 
for additional comfort  Elongated rear profile covers lumbar 
area and offers coverage in upright riding position

SIZES: S ! 4XL

330 8815 10
BLACK

£139.99
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SEKTOR TECH HOODIE 
// URBAN COMMUTING

 Technical Softshell WP main material  Internal Kevlar  
reinforcements on elbows. shoulders and bock  Waterproof 
zippers on side pockets  CE certified BIO LIGHT protectors 

on shoulders and elbow  Detachable hood  WP inner pocket
 HighCollar  Reflective detail on the sleeve, reflective logo 

on the back

NEW

420 0517 13
BLACK RED

SIZES: S ! 4XL

£199.99
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VALPARAISO DRYSTAR® 2 
TROUSERS // ALL!WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING

Multi-material main shell poly-fabric construction for durability 
with rip stop and ballistic nylon abrasion and tear-resistant 
reinforcement panels in critical impact areas.  Removable 
waterproof and breathable DR STAR  membrane for long 
term weather-proofing.  Removable thermal liner allows 
pant to be worn in various weather climates.  et Ventilation 
System ( VS) features air intakes on thighs, offering greater 
regulation of internal airflow for enhanced riding comfort for 
short and long-distances.  Removable CE-certified protection 
on knees is light, breathable and ergonomic for class-leading 

impact protection.  Increased reflective detailing and logos for 
increased rider visibility.  Waist adjustment belt for customised 
fit and secure closure.  Accordion stretch poly-fabric insert 
on knee, a stretch panel on crotch area, plus pre-curved leg 
construction for enhanced fit, freedom of movement and 
comfort in the riding position.  Waterproof zipper and Velcro  
leg cuff closure seals out elements and fits Alpinestars boot 
models.  Optimised for use with Valparaiso DR STAR  
acket or other Alpinestars touring jacket models.  Also 

available in short leg tailored version.

SIZES: S ! 4XL

322 4016 106
BLACK - REG LEG

322 4116 106
BLACK - SHORT LEG

£229.99
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PATRON GORE-TEX® 
TROUSERS // ALL!WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING

 Abrasion and tear resistant polyamide fabric construction  
Waterproof and breathable Gore-Tex liner  Adjustable waist 
 Pre-curved leg construction  Sides zippered pockets  

Zippered ankle closure with expansion gusset  Removable 
Thermal liner  Removable CE certified knee protectors  Waist 

connection zipper for attachment ta riding jackets  Reflective 
detailing on bottam legs improves riders visibility   Hip pad 
compartments with PE padding

NEW

362 6517 10
BLACK

SIZES: S ! 2XL

£219.99
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YOKOHAMA DRYSTAR® 
TROUSERS // ALL!WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING

 Multi-material, laminated poly-textile chassis construction for 
superior levels of abrasion and tear resistance and weather 
performance.  Excellent protection against the elements 
provided by Alpinestars’ DR STAR  100% waterproof and 
breathable membrane.  Removable thermal lining (100g) 
means pants can be worn in a variety of climatic conditions, 
adding to their overall versatility.  Ventilation system includes 
zippered thigh openings allow for personalised and adjustable 
levels of airflow.  Deep zippered side pockets for peace-of-
mind closure. And safe storage of valuables.  Strategically 
positioned abrasion and tear resistant reinforcements offer 
additional durability.  Class-leading impact protection provided 
by removable CE certified knee protectors. Protectors are 
housed within internal mesh pockets, allowing them to 
be adjusted according to rider’s leg length.  Internal hip 

compartments are lined with ergonomically tapered PE comfort 
foam for superior riding comfort. Hip compartments can be 
upgraded to incorporate Alpinestars new CE certified Nucleon 
hip protectors.  Pre-curved legs and an articulated knee 
construction provide high level of comfort while stretch panels 
on crotch and knee, plus an extensive stretch panel on rear 
yoke provides enhanced freedom of movement.  Reflective 
details on lower legs to improve rider visibility in varying light 
conditions.  Velcro waist and leg adjustments for precision fit 
in various riding positions. Waist incorporates 3D mesh interior 
for comfort.  Extended zippered boot gussets ensure a tight 
seal around the ankle and facilitate fitting and removal.  Waist 
connection zipper for secure integration with Alpinestars riding 
jacket  Removable bib braces offer secure and close fit and 
comfort.

NEW

322 6017 10
BLACK

322 6017 1018
GREY BLACK RED

SIZES: S ! 4XL

£249.99
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ANDES DRYSTAR® V2

TROUSERS // ALL!WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING

 Multi fabric shell construction with reinforced panels on knee 
and back  Fixed Drystar  layer  Removable thermal liner  
Convenient storage options with 2 zippered hand packets  
Accordion stretch inserts on knee and back waist  Reflective 
details  Alpinestars CE certified knee protector protectors  

Knee protector multiple positioning  Waist connection zipper 
for attachment  to riding jacket  Waist micro metric buckle 
adjuster  Ankle velcro adjuster  Hip pad with PE padding 
(Alpinestars Nucleon hip pads available as accessory upgrade)

NEW

322 7717 10
BLACK - LONG LEG

322 7517 10
BLACK - REG LEG

322 7617 10
BLACK - SHORT LEG

322 7517 9219
GREY - REG LEG

322 7617 9219
GREY - SHORT LEG

SIZES: S ! 4XL

£179.99
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PROTEAN DRYSTAR®  
TROUSERS // ALL!WEATHER RIDING

Multi-fabric poly-shell construction yields the optimal 
combination of durability, protection and weight.  Class-
leading impact protection provided by removable CE certified 
knee protectors. Protectors are housed within internal mesh 
pockets, allowing them to be adjusted according to rider’s leg 
length.  Pre-curved legs and an articulated knee construction 
provide high level of comfort while stretch panels on crotch 
and knee provide enhance freedom of movement.  Excellent 
protection against the elements provided by Alpinestars’ 
DR STAR  100% waterproof and breathable liner.  

Removable thermal liner ensures high levels of comfort when 
riding in cooler conditions.  Internal hip compartments are 
lined with ergonomically tapered PE comfort foam for superior 
riding comfort.  Waist connection zipper allows attachment 
to selected Alpinestars leather and textile jackets.  Integrated 
high visibility reflective detailing enhances rider visibility in poor 
light conditions.  Velcro  waist adjusters for a safe, precise fit. 
 Premium KK  zippers.  Extended zippered boot gussets 

ensure a tight seal around the ankle and facilitate fitting and 
removal.  External flat storage pocket. 

SIZES: S ! 4XL

322 7916 13
BLACK 

£159.99
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AST-1 WP TROUSERS
// ALL!WEATHER RIDING / SPORT RIDING

Multi-fabric poly-shell construction yields the optimal 
combination of durability, protection and weight.  Protection 
against the elements provided by an integrated 100% 
waterproof and breathable membrane.  Pre-curved legs 
and an articulated knee construction enhance freedom of 
movement while riding.  Optimised for use with the AST-1 
Waterproof acket.  Also available in a ‘short’ version featuring 
a reduced (-2.5cm) inseam length.  Impact protection provided 
by removable CE certified knee protectors.  Ballistic nylon 

reinforcements on the thighs, knees and seat area.  Integrated 
high visibility reflective detailing enhances rider visibility in poor 
light conditions.  Internal hip compartments are lined with 
ergonomically tapered PE comfort foam for superior riding 
comfort.  Adjustable waist and secure sliding hook closure for 
a snug, tailored fit.  Extended zippered boot gussets gussets 
ensure a tight seal around the ankle and facilitate fitting and 
removal.  External flat storage pocket.

SIZES: REG LEG S ! 4XL / SHORT LEG S ! 3XL 

322 6116 10
BLACK 

322 6216 10
BLACK 

£129.99
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TRACK LEATHER TROUSERS 
// PERFORMANCE RIDING

1.3mm full-grain leather for excellent abrasion resistance and 
supple finish  Multiple-stitched main seam construction for 
maximum tear resistance  Ergonomically placed stretch 
panels for optimal flexibility reinforced with DuPont  KEVLAR  
fiber   Premium KK  semi-auto lock zippers ensure secure 
closure at all times  Alpinestars replaceable Sport Knee Sliders 
 Removable CE certified GP Protectors afford excellent impact 

resistance  Internally reinforced seat area aids abrasion 
protection and helps prevent garment deformation as a result 

of high friction while sliding in an accident  Built-in hip padding 
for added comfort and impact absorption  Extended high 
rear waist construction provides greater overlap with the riding 
jacket to ensure maximum material coverage of the body at 
all times  Perforated leather panels for greater ventilation  
Patented calf expansion pockets improve range of fit  Internal 
lining with stretch panel inserts work in conjunction with outer 
stretch zones for greater freedom of movement.

SIZES: 46 ! 60

312 9015 10
BLACK

312 9015 12
BLACK WHITE

£399.99
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MISSILE LEATHER TROUSERS  
// PERFORMANCE RIDING

1.3 full grade cow leather,  removable CE Certified protectors; 
knee, shin,  accordion leather stretch zones improve flexibility 
 Extended rear waist construction  Large accordion dynamic 

stretch panels on calf area to improve fit and feel.  Multi panels 
mesh Lining construction with stretch panels and inserts   

internally reinforced seat area  ergonomically placed dynamic 
stretch panels improve fit and feel  Pre curved construction 
 Waist circumference Velcro straps adjustment  waist 

connection zipper allows attachement To Alpinestars riding 
jacket  replaceable sports knee sliders

SIZES: 44 ! 60

312 0514 10
BLACK - REG LEG

312 0614 10
BLACK - SHORT LEG

£299.99
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JAGG LEATHER TROUSERS
// PERFORMANCE RIDING

Highly durable, full grain leather multi-panel construction 
for abrasion resistance, with reinforced, multiple stitching 
for optimum tear resistance in the event of an impact.  
Removable CE approved internal knee and shin protectors for 
class-leading safety in key impact zone.  Replaceable foam hip 
pad inserts for comfort and additional impact performance (CE 
certified Nucleon hip protector available as accessory upgrade 
 Accordion textile stretch zones above the knee offer improved 

flexibility and fit in the riding position.  Extensive stretch poly-
fabric panels on the inside leg and crotch improve flex fit while 
reducing garment weight and material excess.  Front snap 
button and hook waist closure for security, plus durable front 
zipper.  Extended high rear waist construction provides greater 
overlap with the riding jacket to ensure maximum material 

coverage of the body at all times.  Internal mesh lining with 
stretch panel inserts work in conjunction with outer stretch 
zones for greater freedom of movement.  Internally reinforced 
seat and knee area aids abrasion protection and helps prevent 
garment deformation as a result of high friction while sliding in 
an accident.  Zippered calf expansion gusset for various lower 
leg sizes.  Pre-curved leg construction helps prevent riding 
fatigue and aids performance fit.  Waist circumference Velcro  
and D-ring closure for secure and personalised closure.  Waist 
connection zipper allows attachment to Alpinestars riding 
jackets.  Front, deep pockets are zippered for peace-of-mind 
closure.  Reflective detailing on front and back for improved 
rider visibility.

310 2516 10
BLACK

SIZES: 44 ! 60

£279.99
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STELLA ARES GORE-TEX® 
TEXTILE JACKET 
// WOMEN'S ALL!WEATHER RIDING / ADVENUTRE TOURING

 Designed for an optimised woman’s fit.  Multi-material, multi-
panel main shell construction for optimal levels of durability, 
protection and weight.  Ultra-lightweight GORE-TEX  
membrane lining to keep rider comfortable and dry in wet 
weather conditions.  Zippered air vents on chest and back 
provide excellent airflow when jacket is closed.  Zippered front 
chest pockets, with waterproof forearm pockets and interior 
document compartment, for safe, peace-of-mind storage 
for valuables.  Removable thermal vest (100g, body; 80g, 
arms) features comfort edge and Velcro -securing internal 
pockets.  Loop collar closure with microfleece comfort edging. 
 Impact protection provided by lightweight, removable CE 

certified elbow and shoulder protectors.  Chest and back 
pad compartments with PE protective padding (Alpinestars’ 
CE certified Nucleon back and chest protectors available as 
accessory upgrade).  Poly-textile stretch panels on back and 
elbows for fit and freedom of movement on the bike.  Multiple 
fit and volume adjustment allows tailoring around the arm and 
helps keep protector close to the body. Velcro cuff closures aid 
fit.  Twin slider KK zipper opens from the top or bottom for 
versatility.  Internal waist connection zipper for attachment to 
riding pants  Reflective detailing on sleeves and back improves 
rider visibility.

NEW

361 6017 10
BLACK

361 6017 939
GREY BLACK

SIZES: S ! 2XL
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STELLA JAWS LEATHER JACKET
// WOMEN'S ALL!WEATHER RIDING

 Optimised for a women’s performance fit  Durable 
1.2mm / 1.4mm leather outer construction  Multi panels 
liner construction to improve comfort  Removable thermal 
liner  Soft collar construction for an optimised comfort  2 
zippered chest air intake vents  2 zippered hand pocket  
Inner waterproof wallet pocket  Microfiber comfort edge 
on collar and cuffs  Embroidered logos  Removable CE-
certified Bio-Armor shoulders and elbow protectors  Chest 
pad compartments (Alpinestars Nucleon chest pads available 

as accessory upgrade)  Back pad compartments with PE 
padding  Reflective detailing on sleeve and back to improve 
rider visibility  Strategically placed poly-fabric stretch panels 
helps movement and comfort on the bike  Pre-curved sleeve 
construction  Elbow and rear accordions for increased comfort 
in riding position  Velcro  and D-Ring waist adjustment for 
improved riding fit  Velcro  wrist adjustment for improved 
riding fit  Waist connection zipper allows attachment to 
Alpinestars riding pants

NEW

311 1016 10
BLACK

311 1016 1239
BLACK WHITE FUCHSIA

311 1016 12
BLACK WHITE

SIZES: 38 ! 50

£429.99
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STELLA GP-PLUS R V2 
LEATHER JACKET // WOMEN'S ROAD RIDING

 1.3 mm genuine cow leather  Removable CE-certified 
shoulders and elbow protectors  Chest pad compartments 
with PE padding (Alpinestars Nucleon chest pads available 
as accessory upgrade)  GP LITE- OSF external dual density 
TPU sliders: shoulder  Large accordion stretch panels helps 
movement and comfort on the bike  Stretch panels on sleeves 
and chest further improve fit and feel  Multiple snap button 
system to integrate the Level 2 CE certified Alpinestars Nucleon 
Back protector  Pre curved sleeves construction  Multi panels 
liner construction  Soft collar construction  Reflective details 

 Velcro  waist adjustment for improved riding fit  Micro 
fiber comfort edge on collar and cuffs  3D textured fabric 
comfort collar construction  2 zippered chest air intake vents 
 2 zippered hand pocket  Back pad compartments with PE 

padding (Alpinestars Nucleon back pad available as accessory 
upgrade)  Chest pad compartments (Alpinestars Nucleon 
chest pads available as accessory upgrade)  Inner waterproof  
wallet pocket  Embroidered logos  Waist connection zipper 
allows attachment to Alpinestars riding pants

NEW

331 0517 1039
BLACK WHITE FUCHSIA

331 0517 12
BLACK WHITE

SIZES: S ! 2XL

£199.99

£399.99
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STELLA T-JAWS WP 
TEXTILE JACKET 
// WOMEN'S ALL!WEATHER SPORT RIDING

 Optimised for a woman’s performance fit  Poly fabric outer 
shell  Lightweight 450D and 600D as reinforcement on critical 
areas  Removable Thermal Liner  Zippered air intakes 
on shoulder area for optimal ventilation  Sport collar with 
comfort panel on the back  Pre-curved sleeve construction  
Waterproof internal pocket  Padding details on upper back  
Integrated high visibility reflective graphics on sleeves and back 
to improve rider’s visibility in low light condition  Removable 
CE protectors on shoulders and elbows  Back protector 

compartment (CE certified Nucleon back protector available as 
accessory)  New adjustable Velcro & Snap button system to 
integrate the Entry Level CE certified Alpinestars Nucleon Back 
protector  Chest pad compartment  Stretch accordion above 
elbows and behind shoulder for ease of movement  Stretch 
panels on sleeves and upper chest for ease of movement  
Velcro waist and wrist adjustment  Internal waist connection 
zipper for attachment to Alpinestars riding pants

NEW

321 1017 104
BLACK ANTHRACITE

321 1017 1239
BLACK WHITE FUCHSIA

321 1017 123
BLACK WHITE RED

321 1017 12
BLACK WHITE

SIZES: S ! 2XL

£199.99
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STELLA VENCE DRYSTAR® 
TEXTILE JACKET// WOMEN'S ALL!WEATHER RIDING

 Designed for an optimised woman s fit  Multi fabric  
shell construction  Waterproof and breathable Drystar  
construction with waterproof lining  Long direct ventilation 
zippered opening strategically placed on chest for cooling 
performance  Front inner WP pockets  Removable thermal 
liner  Waist adjustment belt  Multiple fit and volume adjusters
 Accordion stretch inserts on elbows  Alpinestars Bio Armour 

CE certified elbow and shoulder protectors  Reflective detailing 
on front back and sleeves  Internal waist connection zipper for 
attachment to riding pants  Chest pad compartments with 
PE padding (Alpinestars Nucleon Chest pads available as 
accessory upgrade)  KK zippers

NEW

321 7317 10
BLACK

321 7317 9010
GREY BLACK

SIZES: S ! 4XL

£259.99
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STELLA KAI DRYSTAR® 
TEXTILE JACKET // WOMEN'S URBAN ADVENTURE 

321 8117 10
BLACK

 Designed for an optimised woman’s fit.  Multi-panel main 
shell that is PU coated for optimal levels of durability, protection 
and weight. Main shell is highly water-repellent and fast-drying.
 Waterproof and breathable DR STAR  liner with taped 

seams to ensure excellent weather performance.  Removable 
thermal lining means jacket can be worn in a variety of 
climatic conditions.  Removable and replaceable CE-certified 
shoulder and elbow protection for superb impact protection.  
Chest and back compartments allow for upgrade of Nucleon 

protector inserts.  Long, direct ventilation zip opening is 
strategically placed on armpit for cooling performance.  D-ring 
waist adjustment belt allows for tight closing of garment.  
Volume adjusters ensure close-fit of garment and helps keep 
protections in position  Reflective details for enhanced night-
time visibility of rider.  External front pockets on chest and 
sleeve, plus internal waterproof document compartment for 
peace-of-mind storage of valuables.

SIZES: S ! 2XL

£229.99
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STELLA ANDES DRYSTAR® V2 
TEXTILE JACKET
// WOMEN'S ALL!WEATHER RIDING / ADVENUTRE TOURING

 Multi fabric shell construction with reinforcement panels on 
shoulders and elbows  PU injected reinforcement texture on 
elbow  Fixed waterproof Drystar liner  Removable thermal 
liner  Front inner WP pockets  Convenient storage options 
with 2 front cargo style pockets and large rear utility pocket  
Zippered chest pockets  Waist adjustment belt  Multiple fit 

and volume adjusters  Accordion stretch inserts on elbows  
Reflective detailing on front back and sleeves  Internal waist 
connection zipper for attachment to riding pants  Hook buckle 
collar flap hanger  Chest pad compartments (Alpinestars 
Nucleon chest pads available as accessary upgrade)

NEW

321 7517 10
BLACK

321 7517 9219
GREY

SIZES: S ! 2XL

£199.99
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STELLA GUNNER
TEXTILE JACKET// WOMEN'S SPORT RIDING

Durable polymer-coated 600 Dernier textile for superb water-
repelling performance  100% waterproof and breathable lining 
for high levels of comfort and weather protection  Featuring 
Alpinestars Climate Control System: strategically positioned 
zippered front air intakes to help regulate internal body 
temperature  Removable long-sleeve thermal liner with poly-
fabric collar ensures jacket versatility and comfort in cold and 
hot conditions  Class-leading, CE-certified Bio-Armor elbow 
and shoulder protectors for added impact protection  Chest 
and Back protector compartments with advanced poly-foam 

comfort padding (CE-certified Bio-Armor back protector insert 
available as accessory)  Neoprene comfort edge around collar 
for additional comfort  Velcro  waistband and collar allows 
for highly personalised and secure fit in all riding positions 
 Extended and reinforced lower back for riding comfort 

and safety  Pre-curved sleeves for improved comfort and 
performance in the riding position  External hand pockets, 
plus internal pockets and waterproof wallet pocket; pockets 
are zipped for peace-of-mind closure

321 6815 1039
BLACK FUCHSIA

321 6815 12
BLACK WHITE

SIZES: S ! 2XL

£189.99
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STELLA MISSILE TROUSERS
// WOMEN'S SPORT RIDING

Optimised for a women’s performance fit 1.3 full grade cow 
leather  Removable CE certified knee protectors  Accordion 
leather stretch zones for improve flexibility  Extended rear waist 
construction  Large accordion stretch panels on calf area for 
improve fit and feel  Multi-panel mesh lining construction 

with stretch panel inserts  Internally reinforced seat area  
Ergonomically placed stretch panels improve fit and feel  
Pre-curved construction  Waist velcro straps adjustment  
Waist connection zipper allows attachment to Alpinestars riding 
jackets  Replaceable Sport knee sliders

SIZES: 38 ! 50

313 0514 10
BLACK

£299.99
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STELLA JAGG 
LEATHER TROUSERS 
// WOMEN'S PERFORMANCE RIDING

Highly durable, full grain leather multi-panel construction for 
superb abrasion resistance, with reinforced, multiple stitching 
for optimum tear resistance in the event of an impact.  
Specially constructed and developed for an optimised women’s 
fit.  CE approved internal knee and shin protectors for class-
leading safety in key impact zone.  Replaceable foam hip pad 
inserts for comfort and additional impact performance (CE 
certified Nucleon hip protector available as accessory upgrade). 
 Accordion textile stretch zones above the knee offer improved 

flexibility and fit in the riding position.  Extensive stretch poly-
fabric panels on the inside leg and crotch improve flex fit while 
reducing garment weight and material excess.  Front snap 
button and hook waist closure for security, plus durable front 
zipper.  Extended high rear waist construction provides greater 

overlap with the riding jacket to ensure maximum material 
coverage of the body at all times.  Internal mesh lining with 
stretch panel inserts work in conjunction with outer stretch 
zones for greater freedom of movement.  Internally reinforced 
seat and knee area aids abrasion protection and helps prevent 
garment deformation as a result of high friction while sliding in 
an accident.  Zippered calf expansion gusset for various lower 
leg sizes.  Pre-curved leg construction helps prevent riding 
fatigue and aids performance fit.  Waist circumference Velcro  
and D-ring closure for secure and personalised closure.  Waist 
connection zipper allows attachment to Alpinestars riding 
jackets.  Deep front pockets are zippered for peace-of-mind 
closure.  Reflective detailing on front and back for improved 
rider visibility.

313 2516 1100
BLACK

SIZES: 38 ! 50

£279.99
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STELLA PATRON GORE-TEX® 
TROUSERS
// WOMEN'S ALL!WEATHER RIDING / ADVENUTRE TOURING

 Optimised for a women s fit  Abrasion and tear resistant 
polyamide fabric construction  Waterproof and breathable 
Gore-Tex liner  Adjustable waist  Pre-curved leg construction
 Sides zippered pockets  Zippered ankle closure with 

expansion gusset  Removable Thermal liner  Removable 

CE certified knee protectors  Waist connection zipper for 
attachment to riding jackets  Reflective detailing on bottom 
legs improves riders visibility  Hip pad comportments with 
PE padding
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STELLA ANDES DRYSTAR® V2 
TROUSERS
// WOMEN'S ALL!WEATHER RIDING / ADVENUTRE TOURING

 Multifabric shell construction with reinforced panels on  
knee and back  Waist connection zipper for attachment  to 
riding jacket  Fixed Drystar layer  Removable thermal liner 
 Convenient storage options with 2 zippered hand pockets  

Accordion stretch inserts on knee and back waist  Reflective 
details  Alpinestars CE certified knee protector protectors  

Knee protector multiple positioning  Waist micro metric buckle 
adjuster  Ankle velcro adjuster  Hip pad with PE padding 
(Aipinestars Nucleon hip pads available as accessory upgrade)
 

NEW

NEW

363 6517 10
BLACK

323 7517 10
BLACK

323 7517 9219
GREY

SIZES: S ! 3XL

SIZES: S ! 2XL

£199.99

£179.99
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HURRICANE RAIN SUIT
// RAIN GEAR

 Constructed from ultra-lightweight, PU coated 100% 
waterproof poly-nylon fabric that has been specially treated 
to avoid sticking when worn over textile or leather garments. 
(Black fluo colorway incorporates poly-textile panels for 
colour fastness).  All seams are tape-sealed for guaranteed 
waterproofing performance.  Light poly-mesh lining improved 
internal air circulation and comfort.  Ergonomic twin slider 
main zip runs from thigh to chest and allows for easy in and 
out of suit.  Reflective detailing improves visibility of rider in 

poor weather conditions.  Velcro adjustments on the arms 
ensures close fit over outer garment.  Elasticated collar, cuff 
and lower leg hem help form hermetic seal to avoid wind and 
water penetration.  Waterproof compartment on inside chest 
for easy access and peace-of-mind storage.  Zippered lower 
leg gusset means pant can closely fit around all riding boots. 
 Comes with convenient storage/transport bag to easily fit 

inside luggage.

NEW

326 4617 10
BLACK

326 4617 551
FLUO BLACK

SIZES: S ! 3XL

£110.99
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STELLA AST-1 WP 
TROUSERS // WOMEN'S ALL!WEATHER RIDING

Multi-fabric poly-shell construction yields the optimal 
combination of durability, protection and weight  Protection 
against the elements provided by an integrated 100% 
waterproof and breathable membrane  Pre-curved legs and an 
articulated knee construction enhance freedom of movement 
while riding  Impact protection provided by removable CE 
certified knee protectors  Ballistic nylon reinforcements on the 

thighs, knees and seat area  Integrated high visibility reflective 
piping enhances rider visibility in poor light conditions  Internal 
hip compartments are lined with ergonomically tapered PE 
comfort foam for superior riding comfort  Adjustable waist and 
secure sliding hook closure for a snug, tailored fit  Extended 
zippered boot gussets ensure a tight seal around the ankle 
and facilitate fitting and removal  External flat storage pocket.

323 6114 12
BLACK WHITE

£129.99
SIZES: S ! 2XL

RAINWEAR
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HURRICANE
JACKET & TROUSERS // RAIN GEAR

JACKET:  Constructed from ultra-lightweight PU coated 
100% waterproof poly-nylon fabric that has been specially 
treated to avoid sticking when worn over textile or leather 
garments. (Black fluo colorway incorporates poly-textile 
panels for colourfastness).  All seams are tape-sealed for 
guaranteed waterproofing performance.  Light poly-mesh 
lining improved internal air circulation and comfort.  Reflective 
detailing improves visibility of rider in poor weather conditions. 
 Comes with convenient storage/transport bag to easily fit 

inside luggage.  Velcro adjustments on the arms and waist 
and shock chord adjuster ensure close fit over outer garment. 
 Elasticated collar and cuff help form hermetic seal to avoid 

wind and water penetration.  Waterproof compartment on 

inside chest for easy access and peace-of-mind storage. 
TROUSERS:  Constructed from ultra-lightweight PU coated 
100% waterproof poly-nylon fabric that has been specially 
treated to avoid sticking when worn over textile or leather 
garments. (Black fluo colorway incorporates poly-textile 
panels for colour fastness).  All seams are tape-sealed for 
guaranteed waterproofing performance.  Light poly-mesh 
lining improved internal air circulation and comfort.  Reflective 
detailing improves visibility of rider in poor weather conditions.  
Comes with convenient storage/transport bag to easily fit inside 
luggage.  Elasticated waist and lower hem help form hermetic 
seal to avoid wind and water penetration  Zippered lower leg 
gusset means pant can closely fit around all riding boots.

RACING 
OVER JACKET// RAIN GEAR

JACKET:  Waterproof jacket for track use in wet conditions, 
designed to be worn over the top of a leather suit.  
Constructed from 2mm 100% waterproof transparent material. 
 PU coated ergonomic stretch inserts on sleeves and torso. 

 Pre-curved design for optimal fit in the racing position.  
Pattern is designed to accomodate hump and shoulder cups. 
 Taped and sealed seams.  Reflective details on the jacket for 

improved rider visibility.  Waterproof zipper closure. 

NEW

NEW

320 4617 10
BLACK

320 4617 551
FLUO BLACK

322 4617 10
BLACK

322 4617 551
FLUO BLACK

320 4917 01
CLEAR BLACK

SIZES: S ! 3XL

SIZES: S ! 3XL

JACKET £69.99

£99.99

TROUSERS £59.99
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RACING 
OVER TROUSERS // RAIN GEAR

TROUSERS:  Waterproof pants for track use in wet 
conditions. designed to be worn over the top of a leather suit.  
Constructed from 2mm 100% waterproof transparent material.
 PU coated ergonomic stretch inserts on crotch and legs.  

Pre-curved design for optimal fit in the radng position.  Hole 

cutouts for knee sliders  Taped and sealed seams.  Reflective 
details on the pants for improved rider visibility.  Waterproof 
zipper closure.

NEW

320 4917 01
CLEAR BLACK

SIZES: S ! 3XL

£99.99
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NUCLEON KR-1 PROTECTOR 
// ROAD BACK PROTECTOR

The Nucleon KR -1 hybrid back protector incorporates race-
oriented back protection ce certified level 2 to the latest back 
protector standard revision EN1621-2:2014)  Featuring 
hard-shell  vertebrae protection and high energy absorbing 
viscoelastic memory foam  This innovative hybrid back 

protector is uncompromising in safety and performance  
Ergonomically profiled for sport riding with superb ventilation 
and a special waist adjustment belt for a customised fit- the 
nucleon KR-1 is extremely lightweight and breathable.

NUCLEON KR-R PROTECTOR 
// RACE BACK PROTECTOR

The Nucleon KR-R hybrid back protector is an innovative 
track and race back protector ce certified level 2 to the latest 
back protector standard revision EN1621-2:2014)  With 
performance cooling  Flexibility and anatomical contouring 
 This hybrid of hard shell and energy absorbing viscoelastic 

memory foam is lightweight and breathable for optimised 
protection and comfort  Features include waist adjustment for 
customised fit. A snap-on system to fix protector to a suit or 
jacket and a slim vented kidney belt for added security.

SIZES: S ! XL

SIZES: S ! XL

650 4515 12
BLACK

650 5015 125
BLACK
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NUCLEON KR-2 PROTECTOR 
// ADVENTURE TOURING

The Nucleon KR-2 is a premium adventure touring back 
protector ce certified level 2 to the latest back protector 
standard revision (EN1621-2:2014)  Extremely lightweight, 
highly breathable and incorporating reinforced protection this 

back protector is optimised for comfort on longer journeys  
An innovative fusion of energy absorbing viscoelastic  memory 
foam with articulated vertebrae protection - the nucleon kR-2 is 
flexible and ergonomically profiled for performance.

SIZES: S ! XL

650 4615 13
BLACK RED

£139.99

£119.99

£110.99

2

2

2
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BIONIC AIR PROTECTOR 
// BACK PROTECTOR INSERT

CE Certified Level 1 to the latest back protector standard 
revision (prEN 1621-2:2010) allowing a slimmer, more 
ergonomic design.  The new dual density cell structure 
technology combines two different materials to offer lightweight 
impact protection with exceptional breathability and comfort. 
 Ergonomic protection plates contour to the natural curve of 

the back ensuring optimum fit while riding. Protection plates 

have special lateral wings” that flex to fit the movement of 
the shoulder blades and wrap around the kidneys when in 
the riding position.  Breathable inner mesh.  Adjustable and 
detachable elastic shoulder straps via a snap fit system to allow 
a more comfortable use of the protector under leather suits.  
Wide belt featuring a dual Velcro  closure system.  Conceived 
as a modular system, enabling a wide size range. 

NUCLEON KR-1I PROTECTOR 
// BACK PROTECTOR INSERT

The nucleon KR-1i hybrid back protector insert is ce certified 
level 2 to the latest back protector standard revision (EN1621-
2:2014)  Fusing together a lightweight, perforated hard 
shell and energy absorbing foam, this hybrid protector insert 
offers excellent impact resistance while being flexible and 

anatomically contoured  With its innovative cooling airflow 
channel system the nucleon KR-1i hybrid back protector insert 
 Offers optimised levels of protection and comfort for sport 

and street riding.

SIZES: XS ! XL

650 4011 10
BLACK

SIZES: XS ! XL

650 4115 12
BLACK
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NUCLEON KR-2I PROTECTOR 
// BACK PROTECTOR INSERT

The Nucleon KR-2i soft back protector insert is ce-certified 
level 2 to the latest back protector standard (EN1621-2:2014) 
 Extremely lightweight  Flexible and ergonomically profiled for 

an optimised anatomical fit the Nucleon KR-2i incorporates an 

airflow system for cooling and comfort  The highly protective 
Nucleon KR-2i back protector is quick and convenient to insert 
and fits unobtrusively within a rider s jacket  or suit for the 
ultimate in safety performance.

SIZES: S ! L

650 1615 10
BLACK

£69.99

£59.99

£39.99

2

2
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NUCLEON KR-CIR PROTECTOR 
// CHEST INSERT

The Nucleon KR-CiR is a high performance, lightweight 
track and race chest protector certified level 2 to prEN 1621 

-3:2013  Perfect combination with the KR-R back protector 
for maximum protection.

NUCLEON KR-C PROTECTOR 
// CHEST HARNESS FOR BACK PROTECTORS

The Nucleon KR-C features an easy to use divided chest 
protector certified to prEN 1621-3:2013  An innovative 
harness system allows the fast connection to the Nucleon back 

protectors KR-1 and KR-2  Highly vented and very lightweight 
 The ergonomically designed protectors are excellent for 

touring and sport riding in combination with the KR-1 and KR-2.

SIZES: XS/S ! M/L/XL

670 2015 10
BLACK

SIZES: XS/S ! M/L/XL
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NUCLEON KR-CI/KR-CIW 
PROTECTOR // CHEST INSERT

The Nucleon KR-Ci features an easy-to-use divided chest 
protector insert for men, certified to prEN 1621-3:2013  Highly 

ventilated  and very lightweight  The ergonomically designed 
protector is excellent for everyday riding.

SIZES: MEN'S XS/S!M/L/XL, WOMEN'S 1 SIZE

678 2115 10
WOMEN'S BLACK

650 8615 123
BLACK WHITE RED

670 2115 10
MEN'S BLACK

£49.99

£39.99

£29.99

2
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The Nucleon KR-TB features a lightweight and easy to use 
back protection extension for the lowest part of your spine  

(COCC X). Can be fitted  on the KR-1, KR-R and KR-2 back 
protectors.

NUCLEON  RACING KR-HR 
HIP PROTECTOR // PROTECTION

 Ergonomically profiled and engineered for freedom of 
movement in an aggressive riding position.  Designed to fit 
under leather racing suits.  Constructed from high-energy 
absorbing viscoelastic PU memory foam compound that is 

lightweight and perforated for comfort.  Incorporates strategic, 
hard over-injected shells for added protection on the hip bone.
 KR-HR is CE certified to latest EN 1621 1: 2012 (level 2).

670 2515 12
BLACK

SIZES: 1 SIZE 652 5017 12
BLACK WHITE

SIZES: S ! L£14.99 £32.99

640 1013 13
BLACK RED

NUCLEON KR-TB 
PROTECTOR // TAIL BONE FOR BACK PROTECTORS

£54.99

NUCLEON KR-H 
HIP PROTECTOR // PROTECTION

 Ergonomically profiled and engineered for freedom of 
movement.  Designed to fit under leather racing suits.  
Constructed from high-energy absorbing viscoelastic PU 

memory foam compound that is lightweight and perforated 
for comfort.  KR-H version CE certified to latest EN 1621 1: 
2012 (level 1).

652 5517 10
BLACK

SIZES: S ! L £24.99

GP RAIN KNEE SLIDER
// PROTECTION

SIZES: 1 SIZE

 Constructed from an advanced TPU compound for durability 
and weight saving.  Ergonomically engineered for an optimised 
performance fit in wet conditions.

 Strong Velcro contacts ensure secure and highly personalised 
fitment. 

SPORT KNEE SLIDER 
// PROTECTION

£32.99£49.99SIZES: 1 SIZE

GP KNEE SLIDER
// PROTECTION

 Used by our top racers.  Constructed using an exclusive 
PU compound that is durable yet allows good feel in turns. 
 Anatomically shaped for optimal contact, even-wear 

distribution and lighter weight.  Standard fitment on all 
Alpinestars leather suits.

640 207 10
BLACK

640 207 20
WHITE

 Constructed using a PU compound that is durable yet 
allows good feel in turns.  Shaped for optimal contact, even-

wear distribution and lighter weight.  Standard fitment on all 
Alpinestars leather suits.

SIZES: 1 SIZE 640 304 12
BLACK WHITE
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BASE LAYERS
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RIDE TECH 1 PC UNDERSUIT
SUMMER TECH LAYER // TECH LAYERS

 Full body-mapped construction with Lycra stretch spandex 
in main chest and back areas and strategically positioned open 
mesh inserts for ventilation.  Purposely designed to work with 
Alpinestars’ suit ventilation for improved cooling and comfort.

 Comfortable, moisture wicking fiber aids all round body 
temperate control and performance in hot conditions.  Muscle 
supporting compression fit helps reduce fatigue.  Pre-curved 
sleeves and legs and ergonomic flat lock seams.

NEW

SIZES: XS/S ! M/L ! XL/2XL

475 2817 13
BLACK RED

£129.99
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RIDE TECH SUMMER
TECH LAYER TOP/ BOTTOM
// TECH LAYERS

TOP  Fully body-mapped construction with Lycra stretch 
spandex in main chest and back areas and strategically 
positioned open mesh inserts for ventilation.  Purposely 
designed to work with Alpinestars’ suit ventilation for improved 
cooling and comfort.  Comfortable, moisture-wicking fiber 
aids all round body temperate control and performance in 
hot conditions.  Muscle supporting compression fit helps 
reduce fatigue.  BOTTOMS  Full body-mapped construction 

with Lycra stretch spandex in main chest and back areas and 
strategically positioned open mesh inserts for ventilation.  
Purposely designed to work with Alpinestars’ suit ventilation for 
improved cooling and comfort.
 Comfortable, moisture-wicking fiber aids all round body 

temperate control and performance in hot conditions.  Muscle 
supporting compression fit helps reduce fatigue.  Pre-curved 
sleeves and legs and ergonomic flat lock seams.

NEW

SIZES: XS/S ! M/L ! XL/2XL

475 2517 13
BLACK RED

475 2617 13
BLACK RED

TOP £69.99
BOTTOMS £59.99
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475 2217 106
BLACK GREY
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RIDE TECH WINTER
TECH LAYER TOP / BOTTOM 
// TECH LAYERS

TOP  Developed for cold weather riding conditions with 
double density fabric covering the most exposed areas.  
Comfortable moisture wicking material for optimal thermal 
protection.  Made from polypropylene with elastane fabric that 
will not melt under abrasion.  Tubular, seamless construction. 
 Compression fit for muscle support to reduce fatigue. 

BOTTOMS  Developed for cold weather riding conditions 
with double density fabric covering the most exposed areas. 
 Comfortable moisture wicking material for optimal thermal 

protection.  Made from polypropylene with elastane fabric that 
will not melt under abrasion.  Tubular, seamless construction.  
Compression fit for muscle support to reduce fatigue.

NEW

475 2117 106
BLACK GREY

SIZES: XS/S ! M/L ! XL/2XL

TOP £69.99
BOTTOMS £69.99
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TECH NECK WARMER / 
NECK WARMER // BASE LAYERS

TECH NECK WARMER

 Elasticated insert on the nose to help hold warmer in position. 
 Strategically positioned air holes for breathability.  Ideal neck 

coverage for protecting against wind-chill.  Double layer of 
insulating single sided fleece.  Moisture wicking for comfort.
 Stretches for a comfortable fit that offers freedom of 

movement.  Alpinestars logo embroidered on lower front.

NECK WARMER

 Ideal for protecting against wind-chill.  Double layer of 
insulating single sided fleece.  Moisture wicking for comfort. 
 Stretches for a comfortable fit.  Alpinestars logo embroidered 

on front.

SIZES: 1 SIZE SIZES: 1 SIZE

475851410U
TECH NECK WARMER

47861410U
NECK WARMER

£19.99 £9.99
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OPEN FACE BALACLAVA /
SKULL CAP BEANIE // BASE LAYERS

BALACLAVA  Heavyweight and moisture wicking material 
that makes this balaclava useful no matter what the season. 
 Open face design with ergonomic fit.  Flat lock seams for 

unobtrusive fit and feel.  Extended neck for extra coverage and 
protection.  Strategic chin panel designed for better fit, feel 

and comfort. BEANIE  Breathable and quick dry materials.  
Mesh panels for ventilation.  Open face design with ergonomic 
fit.  Flat lock seams for unobtrusive fit and feel.  Ergonomic fit 
from top of head to ear, to ensure a good fit.

47581710
BLACK

475 827 10
BLACK

SIZES: 1 SIZE

BALACLAVA £19.99
BEANIE £17.99
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CASUALWEAR
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COPPER JEANS
// ROAD RIDING

 Regular/straight fit 13oz denim for a fashionable, long-lasting 
fit.  Interior aramid fiber reinforcement in seat, hip and knee 
areas for abrasion and tear resistance in impact critical areas. 
 Leather belt patch and coin pocket.  Internal knee 

compartment allows adjustment of its CE-certified knee 
protection to fit various leg lengths.  Removable 5mm hip 

pad protectors with Velcro  attachments for secure, safe 
fit.  Technical, pre-shaped leg construction for anatomically 
optimised riding fit.  Contemporary print design on inner waist 
and pockets.  Customised detailing on metal KK zip, buttons 
and rivets.

NEW

SIZES: 28 ! 40

332 8516 7099
DARK RINSE

332 8516 10
BLACK

332 8516 76
BLACK RAW

£169.99
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COPPER OUT JEANS 
// ROAD RIDING / URBAN COMMUTING

 Regular straight fit 13OZ comfort denim for excellent abrasion 
resistance and tear resistance.  Customised detailing on metal 
buttons and rivets.  Leather patch.  CE certified removable 
knee protectors accessible from outside of the pant.  Interior 

Aramid fiber reinforcement panels in the seat and knee area.  
Removable hip protectors with Velcro  attachment.  Internal 
knee compartment allows adjustments of protection to fit 
various leg lengths.

NEW

332 8517 7099
DARK RINSE

332 8517 76
RAW

332 8517 10
BLACK

SIZES: 28 ! 40

£179.99
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DAISY JEANS 
// WOMEN'S ROAD RIDING

 Regular/Slim fit 130Z comfort denim for excellent abrasion 
resistance and tear resistance.  Interior Aramidic fiber 
reinforcement panels in the seat and knee area.  Removable 
hip protectors with Velcro  attachment.  CE certified 

knee removable protectors.  Internal knee compartment 
allows adjustments of protection to fit various leg lengths.  
Customised detailing on metal buttons and rivets.  Leather 
patch.

NEW
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DOUBLE BASS JEANS
// ROAD RIDING

 Regular straight fit  Comfort denim for excellent abrasion and 
tear resistance  Interior Aramidic fiber reinforcement panels in 
the seat and knee area  Removable hip foam with Velcro  
attachment  CE certified Knee removable protectors

 lnternal knee compartment allows adjustments of protection 
to fit various lengths  Customised detailing on metal buttons 
and tivets  Leather patch

NEW

332 8417 749
MEDIUM WASHED

SIZES: 28 ! 40
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DUPLE JEANS
// ROAD RIDING

 Comfort fit  Comfort denim for excellent abrasion and tear 
resistance  Interior Aramidic fiber reinforcement panels in 
the seat and knee area  Removable hip foam with Velcro  
attachment  CE certified Knee removable protectors  Internal 

knee compartment allows adjustments of protection to fit 
various lengths  Customised detailing on metal buttons and 
rivets  Leather patch

NEW

3328717 7006
ROUGH BLUE

SIZES: 28 ! 40

SIZES: 24 ! 34

333 8516 10
BLACK

333 8516 7009
DARK RINSE

3328717 7009
DARK RINSE

332 8417 1081
GREASER BLACK

£169.99

£169.99

£159.99
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RACING SOCKS
// ROAD RACING

 Available in mid-calf length road riding socks specifically 
developed to complement Alpinestars  road riding boots 
and short length, ideal for street boots.  Constructed 
using Coolmax  fabric to help keep your feet cool and dry 

while riding.  Nostatex  sole enhances moisture wicking 
performance.  Ribbed design prevents excessive material 
bunching at the heel and ankle.  Strategically positioned mesh 
panels for maximum comfort.
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TRAINER SOCKS
// SPORT SOCKS

 Elastic arch support with seamless toe closure  -Shape heel 
gore seam and deep heel pocket  Contrast jacquard logo and 

heel  Combed Cotton, Polyester, Spandex blend
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SMASH SOCKS
// SPORT SOCKS

 Contrasting stripe design  Cotton, polyester and spandex construction  Machine washable  Elastic heel support

470311130
MID-LENGTH

470301130
SHORT

SIZES: S/M ! L/XL

SIZES: S/M ! L/XL

SIZES: S/M ! L/XL

10339406510
BLACK GREEN

10339406610
BLACK GREY BLUE

LONG £19.99

£12.99

£12.99

SHORT £12.99
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CITY HUNTER BACKPACK 
// BAGS

 Multi-material outer shell: Lightweight 420D Nylon upper 
and 420D Ripstop Nylon bottom for added durabliity   25L 
Capacity (approximately)  2 external waterproof pockets on 
front  Computer compartment with full length zip featuring 
15” laptop protective fleece sleeve  Large main compartment 
with internal organizer featuring a smartphone protective fleece 
sleeve  KK semi auto-locking zippers for a secure closure 
 Built in helmet carrier  Rain cover stored in its pocket in 

the main compartment  Ergonomic shoulder belts with 
perforated foam padding and mesh panels for an optimised 

airflow  Adjustable and removable sternum strap  Alpinestars 
quick release system provides fast and secure adjustment, 
preventing straps from wind flap  Ergonomic 15mm back 
padding preventing spine pressure with ventilation channels 
for an optimised air flow  Removable waist strap featuring 
the Alpinestars quick release system for a fast and secure 
adjustment, preventing the extra webbing flapping  Reflective 
details on the front and shoulder belts to improve rider’s visibility 
in varying light conditions
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UMBRELLA
// RAIN GEAR

 Opens to a full 60 inch in diameter to keep you covered. 
 Made of durable but light nylon with a manual 30 inch shaft 

for a secure hold  Comfy grip  Lightweight shaft  Available 
in one size

NEW

610 7717 13
BLACK RED

610 7717 106
BLACK GREY

610 7717 7016
BLUE BLACK LIME

610 7717 123
BLACK WHITE RED

630 103 12
BLACK RED

£84.99

£32.99
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2017 CASUALWEAR
// ALSO AVAILABLE BACKPACKS / HEAD WEAR / HOODIES / LANYARDS / TEES / WALLETS
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2017 FOOTWEAR SIZE CONVERSION CHART

SIZE RANGE: ROAD RACING TOURING (MEN)

EU 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50
US 3.5 4 5 6 6.5 7.5 8 9 9.5 10.5 11.5 12 12.5 13.5 14

SIZE RANGE: SMX-4, SMX-5, SMX-6, SMX-4 WP, SMX-5 WP, SMX-6 Gtx, GPS-3, GPS-3 WP, Effex Gtx, Jet Gtx, Old Web Gtx, Tech Touring Gtx, Hydro Sport DS Boot, 
Gran Torino Gtx, Air Plus Gtx XCR, Web Gtx, New Land Gtx, Andes WP, Gunner WP, S-MX6 WP, SP-1

SIZE RANGE: Supertech R, New Supertech R

SIZE RANGE: Roam, SMX Plus, Alpha Touring, SMX Plus Gtx, Roam 2 WP, Ridge 

SIZE RANGE: SMX-2, SMX-2 WP, SMX-2 Air, SMX-1, SMX-1 R, SMX-1 R Vented

SIZE RANGE: SMX-R, SMX-R Gtx, Harlem WP, Harlem Air, Supertech Touring Gtx, Soho Gtx

SIZE RANGE: Tourer Gtx

SIZE RANGE: Mono Fuse Gtx, Super Touring Gtx, Multiair XCR Gtx 

SIZE RANGE: MOTOCROSS (MEN)

EU 40.5 42 43 44.5 45.5 47 48 49.5
US 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

SIZE RANGE: Tech 10

SIZE RANGE: Toucan Gtx, Corozal Adv WP

SIZE RANGE: ROAD RACING 4W (STELLA)

EU 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44
US 5 6 7 8 8.5 9 10 11 11.5

SIZE RANGE: Stella Torre, Stella Armada, Stella Città, Stella Gran Torino Gtx, Stella SMX-6, Stella SMX-6 WP, Stella Kaira Gtx, Stella Valencia 
WP

SIZE RANGE: Stella SMX-5, Stella SMX-1, Stella SMX-1 R

SIZE RANGE: Vika Boot, Stella Kerry WP

SIZE RANGE: RIDING SHOES (MEN)

EU 38 38.5 39 40 40.5 41 42 42.5 43 43.5 44 45 45.5 46 47 47.5 48
US 6 6.5 7 7.5 8 8.5 9 9.5 10 10.5 11 11.5 12 12.5 13 13.5 14

SIZE RANGE: Indy, Stunt, Stroke, Octane, SMX-1 One-O-One, Joey WP Shoes, Joey Black/Black, Twin Drystar

SIZE RANGE: Parlor, Fastback WP, Sierra Gtx, New Fastback WP, J-6, Monty, WP, Parlor WP, Faster 2, Faster 2 Vented 

SIZE RANGE: RIDING SHOES (STELLA)

EU 36 37 37.5 38 38.5 39 40 40.5 41 42 42.5 43 43.5 44
US 5 5.5 6 6.5 7 7.5 8 8.5 9 9.5 10 10.5 11 11.5

SIZE RANGE: Stella Faster 2


